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Abstract
This paper studies the geometric rigidity of the universal Coxeter group of rank
n, which is the free product Wn of n copies of Z{2Z. We prove that for n ě 4
the group of symmetries of the spine of the Guirardel-Levitt outer space of Wn is
reduced to the outer automorphism group OutpWnq.
1
1 Introduction
Let n be an integer greater than 1. Let F “ Z{2Z be a cyclic group of order 2 and
Wn “ ˚n F be a universal Coxeter group, which is a free product of n copies of F .
The geometric study of automorphisms groups of free products is currently in strong
expansion, see for instance [MM, GL, Pig, HM1, Gup, GH, DL]. This paper proves a
major geometric rigidity result of the outer automorphism group OutpWnq of Wn.
The study of OutpWnq benefits from analogies with algebraic groups, with OutpFN q,
the outer automorphism group of a free group of rank N , and with the mapping class
group of a connected compact surface. As usual in geometric group theory, the under-
standing of the group OutpWnq is related to the construction of geometric spaces on
which it acts nicely (properly or cocompactly). Such constructions appear in the study
of OutpFN q, which involves the study of its action on the spine of the Outer space intro-
duced by Culler and Vogtmann in [CV]. Similarly, the study of the mapping class group
of a connected compact surface involves the study of its action on the Teichmu¨ller space
and on the curve graph of the surface, while the study of algebraic groups implies the
study of their actions on buildings.
The spaces introduced in these cases are rigid geometric models in the following sense:
the symmetries of these spaces are induced by elements of the group itself. Indeed,
for algebraic groups, Tits showed that, if the rank of a spherical building associated
with a simple connected algebraic group is at least 2, then the full group of simplicial
automorphisms of the building is isomorphic to the algebraic group itself ([Tit]). In the
context of a connected orientable compact surface of genus at least 3, Royden proved that
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the group of isometries of the Teichmu¨ller space with respect to the Teichmu¨ller metric
coincides with the extended mapping class group of the surface ([Roy]). Moreover, Ivanov
([Iva, Theorem 1]) showed that the group of simplicial automorphisms of the graph of
curves is isomorphic to the extended mapping class group. In the context of OutpFN q,
Bridson and Vogtmann proved that, if N ě 3, the group of simplicial automorphisms of
the spine of Outer space is isomorphic to OutpFN q ([BV2]).
In the case of OutpWnq, spaces on which OutpWnq acts properly or cocompactly in-
clude the McCullough-Miller space [MM] or POpWnq, the outer space of Wn introduced
by Guirardel and Levitt in [GL]. These two spaces are OutpWnq-equivariantly homo-
topy equivalent (see [MM, Theorem 8.5.]). Moreover, it was proved by Piggott ([Pig,
Theorem 1.1]) that, for n ě 4, the McCullough-Miller space is a rigid geometric model
for OutpWnq: the group of simplicial automorphisms of the McMullough-Miller space is
isomorphic to OutpWnq.
In this article, we study the action of OutpWnq on a simplicial flag complex on which
POpWnq retracts OutpWnq-equivariantly, called the spine of POpWnq and denoted by
Kn. Vertices ofKn are homothety classes of marked graphs of groups whose fundamental
group is isomorphic to Wn. Two homothety classes X and Y of marked graphs of groups
are adjacent in Kn if they have representatives X and Y such that one can obtain Y
from X by collapsing a forest in the underlying graph of X, or conversely. The group
OutpWnq naturally acts on Kn by precomposing the marking. The aim of this article is
to prove that Kn is a rigid geometric model for OutpWnq in the following sense. Here
we denote by AutpKnq the group of simplicial automorphisms of Kn.
Theorem 1.1. Let n ě 4. The natural homomorphism
OutpWnq Ñ AutpKnq
is an isomorphism.
This question is first motivated by the aforementioned examples, but also by algebraic
results on OutpWnq. Indeed, for instance in the case of the mapping class group of a
connected orientable compact surface of genus at least 3, the fact that the curve complex
is a rigid geometric model for the extended mapping class group is used by Ivanov in
order to prove that any automorphism of the extended mapping class group is in fact
a conjugation (see [Iva, Theorem 2]). Similarly, the fact that the spine of Outer space
is a rigid geometric model for OutpFN q with N ě 3 is related to the fact that any
automorphism of OutpFN q is a conjugation ([BV1]). As, for n ě 4, any automorphism of
OutpWnq is a conjugation (see [Gue, The´ore`me 1.1]) and as the proof relies on the study of
the action of OutpWnq on Kn, it was natural to expect that Kn is a rigid geometric model
for OutpWnq. Even though the McCullough-Miller space and POpWnq are OutpWnq-
equivariantly homotopy equivalent, the author does not know how to deduce the rigidity
of Kn out of the rigidity of the McCullough-Muller space. Indeed, there is no canonical
graph isomorphism between Kn and the McCullough-Miller space, and corresponding
vertices in the McCullough-Miller space and in Kn do not share the same properties of
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minimality. For instance the negative link of a t0u-star (see Sections 2.2 and 4 for precise
definitions) is nontrivial in Kn, whereas it is trivial in the McCullough-Miller space.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 relies on the study of the action of OutpWnq on a subgraph
of Kn called the graph of t0u-stars and F -stars and denoted by Ln. Vertices of Ln are
t0u-stars and F -stars (see Section 2.2 and Figure 1). Two vertices of Ln are adjacent if
and only if they are adjacent in Kn. We first prove that Ln is a rigid geometric model for
Wn (see Theorem 3.1). This relies on studying systoles of Ln, that is, embedded cycles
of minimal length. For this, we introduce (see Section 3) a new complexity associated
with an edge of Ln, and a relative complexity associated with pairs of t0u-stars. For
n “ 3, the same study is not possible as the t0u-stars are no longer the vertices with
minimal degree in Ln. We do not know whether Theorem 3.1 holds for n “ 3.
The rest of the proof consists in showing that there exists a homomorphism from
AutpKnq to AutpLnq defined by restriction which turns out to be injective. We note
that the characterization of the vertices of Ln in Kn is only based on the study of
the possible decompositions of the link of the vertices of Kn. This differs from the
proof of the similar result by Bridson and Vogtmann in the case of OutpFnq since they
used homological arguments in order to characterize some vertices of the spine of Outer
space. Another major difference is that the strictly local rigidity properties of Ln are
much weaker than the ones of the spine of Outer space, and we need to explore the
combinatorial balls of radius 4 in Ln in order to acquire a sufficient rigidity. Note that
in the case of algebraic groups, Tits only needed to explore the combinatorial balls of
radius 2.
In Section 5, we study the simplicial completion ofKn, denoted byKn. The simplicial
complex Kn is also known as the free splitting complex of Wn (see [AS, HM2] and
Section 5). This complex has an analogue in the case of a free group of rank N , called
the free splitting complex of FN . It was proved by Aramayona and Souto that the free
splitting complex of FN is also a rigid geometric model for OutpFN q when N ě 3 (see
[AS, Theorem 1]). In Section 5, we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1.2. Let n ě 4. The natural homomorphism
OutpWnq Ñ AutpKnq
is an isomorphism.
Theorem 1.2 can be deduced from Theorem 1.1 as follows. The spine Kn has a
natural embedding into Kn. We first show that any automorphism of Kn preserves the
image of Kn. This gives a homomorphism AutpKnq Ñ AutpKnq and the main point,
using techniques of Scott-Swarup and Horbez-Wade, is to prove its injectivity. We then
conclude using Theorem 1.1.
Acknowledgments. I warmly thank my advisors, Camille Horbez and Fre´de´ric Paulin,
for their precious advices and for carefully reading the different versions of this article.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Background on the outer space of Wn
Let n be an integer greater than 1. Let F “ Z{2Z be a cyclic group of order 2 and
Wn “ ˚n F be the universal Coxeter group of order n. We recall the definition of the
outer space POpWnq introduced by Guirardel and Levitt in [GL]. A point in POpWnq is a
homothety class of metric graph of groups X whose fundamental group is Wn, equipped
with a group isomorphism ρ : Wn Ñ π1pXq called a marking, which satisfies :
(1) the underlying graph of X is a finite tree ;
(2) every edge group is trivial ;
(3) there are exactly n vertices whose associated group is isomorphic to F ;
(4) all the other vertices have trivial associated group ;
(5) if v is a vertex whose associated group is trivial, then degpvq ě 3.
Two metric graphs of groups pX, ρq and pX 1, ρ1q are in the same homothety class
if there exists a homothety f : X Ñ X 1 (meaning an application multiplying all edge
lengths by the same scalar) and such that f˚˝ρ “ ρ
1. We denote by rX, ρs the homothety
class of such a metric graph of groups pX, ρq. If the marking is implicit, we denote by
X the homothety class. The group AutpWnq acts by precomposing the marking. As, for
any α P InnpWnq, and for any X P POpWnq, we have αpX q “ X , the action of AutpWnq
induces an action of OutpWnq.
The set POpWnq is equipped with a topology which we recall now. Suppose that
rX, ρs P POpWnq and let pX, ρq be the representative of rX, ρs such that the sum of the
edge lengths is equal to 1. To pX, ρq we associate a simplex by varying the lengths of
the edges, so that the sum of the edge lengths is still equal to 1. A homothety class
rX 1, ρ1s P POpWnq defines a codimension 1 face of the simplex associated with pX, ρq if
we can obtain pX 1, ρ1q from pX, ρq by contracting an edge of the underlying graph of X.
The weak topology is then defined in the following way: a set is open if and only if its
intersection with every open simplex is open.
We now recall the definition of a deformation retract of POpWnq known as the spine
of POpWnq and denoted byKn. It is a flag complex whose vertices are the open simplices
associated with each homothety class rX, ρs P POpWnq. Two vertices corresponding to
two homothety classes rX, ρs and rX 1, ρ1s are adjacent if rX, ρs defines a face of the sim-
plex associated with rX 1, ρ1s and conversely. There is an embedding F : Kn ãÑ POpWnq
whose image is the barycentric spine of POpWnq. We will from then on identify Kn with
F pKnq.
We now give a description of the stabilizer of a point inKn due to Levitt. If X P V Kn,
we denote by StabpX q the stabilizer of X under the action of OutpWnq. Let X be
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a representative of X . We denote by Stab0pX q the subgroup of StabpX q made of all
elements F P OutpWnq such that the automorphism induced by F on X is the identity.
We write the next proposition in a more general context where the nontrivial vertex
groups are not necessarly isomorphic to F (see Section 5).
Proposition 2.1. [Lev, Proposition 4.2] Let n ě 4 and X P V Kn. Let X be a represen-
tative of X and let v1, . . . , vk be the vertices of X with nontrivial associated groups. For
i P t1, . . . , ku, let Gi be the group associated with vi. Then Stab
0pX q is isomorphic to
kź
i“1
G
degpviq´1
i ¸AutpGiq ,
where AutpGiq acts on G
degpviq´1
i diagonally.
2.2 The graph of t0u-stars and F -stars.
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, we introduce a graph included in the spine Kn called the
graph of t0u-stars and F -stars.
Definition 2.2. p1q A t0u-star is the equivalence class in Kn of a metric graph of
groups whose underlying graph has n` 1 vertices and n leaves.
p2q A F -star is the equivalence class in Kn of a metric graph of groups whose underlying
graph has n vertices and n´ 1 leaves.
p3q The graph of t0u-stars and F -stars, denoted by Ln, is the full subgraph of Kn whose
vertices are exactly the t0u-stars and the F -stars. There is an edge between two vertices
of Ln if and only if there is an edge between the corresponding vertices in Kn.
As AutpWnq acts on Kn by precomposition of the action, the graph Ln is invariant
by OutpWnq.
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
t0u
xx1y
xx2y
xx3y
xx4y
xx5y
xx6y
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
xx6y
xx3y
xx1y
xx2y xx4y
xx5y
Figure 1: A t0u-star (left) and an F -star (right).
Since any two t0u-stars are at distance at least 2 in Kn, the neighbors of a t0u-star
in Ln are F -stars. Conversely, since any two F -stars are at distance at least 2 in Kn, the
neighbors of an F -star in Ln are t0u-stars. The number of neighbors in Ln of a t0u-star is
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equal to n. They correspond to collapsing exactly one edge of the underlying graph. The
number of neighbors in Ln of an F -star is equal to 2
n´2. They correspond to blowing-up
the central vertex of the underlying graph while applying a partial conjugation by the
generator of the preimage by the marking of the group associated with the center. As
AutpWnq acts transitively on the set of free bases of Wn, we see that AutpWnq acts
transitively on the set of t0u-stars. Thus, as partial conjugations and permutations
generate AutpWnq by [Mu¨h, Theorem B], it follows that the graph Ln is connected.
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Figure 2: Examples of two neighbours of an F -star in L6.
3 Rigidity of the graph of t0u-stars and F -stars
In this section, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let n ě 4. Let f be an automorphism of Ln preserving On and Fn.
Then f is induced by the action of a unique element γ of OutpWnq.
For n ě 5, any F -star has 2n´2 neighbours in Ln and any t0u-star has n neighbours in
Ln. As 2
n´2 ą n precisely when n ě 5, we see that every automorphism of Ln preserves
the set of t0u-stars and the set of F -stars. We thus have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.2. Let n ě 5. The natural homomorphism
OutpWnq Ñ AutpLnq
is an isomorphism.
Before proving Theorem 3.1, we first prove a lemma which characterises the number
of paths in a ball of radius 4 centered at a t0u-star.
Let X be a t0u-star, and pX, ρq a representative of X . Let v1, . . . , vn be the n leaves
of the underlying graph of X. For i P t1, . . . , nu, let xi be the preimage by ρ of the
generator of the group associated with vi, and let Yi be the F -star adjacent to X such
that a representative of Yi is obtained from X by contracting the edge adjacent to vi.
For distinct i, j P t1, . . . , nu, let σj,i : Wn Ñ Wn be the automorphism sending xj to
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Figure 3: Two representatives of the same homothety class X 1 realizing kX ,ipX
1q.
xixjxi and, for k ‰ j, fixing xk. In this context we will call xi the twistor of σj,i. For
distinct i, j P t1, . . . , nu, let pi jq be the automorphism of Wn switching xi and xj and,
for k ‰ i, j, fixing xk. A theorem of Mu¨hlherr (c.f. [Mu¨h, Theorem B]) implies that
tσi,j |i ‰ ju Y tpi jq |i ‰ ju is a generating set of AutpWnq. Note that, for every integers
i, j, k, ℓ, there exist p, q such that pi jqσk,ℓpi jq “ σp,q.
We now fix i P t1, . . . , nu. Let X 1 be a t0u-star adjacent to Yi and distinct from X .
Let pX 1, ρ1q be a representative of X 1. Let w1, . . . , wn be the leaves of the underlying
graph of X 1, and, for j P t1, . . . , nu, let yj be the preimage by ρ
1 of the generator
of the group associated with wj . Up to composition by an inner automorphism and
reordering, either yj “ xj or yj “ xiyjxi (see Figure 2 with i “ n “ 6). Thus, there
exist k P t1, . . . , n ´ 1u and i1, . . . , ik P t1, . . . ,pi, . . . , nu pairwise distinct such that, for
all j P t1, . . . , nu,
´ kź
l“1
σil,i
¯
pxjq “ yj.
Let Inn#pWnq “ xInnpWnq, tσi,j | i ‰ juy. We define the first term complexity of X
1 by
kX ,ipX
1q “ min
$&
%k
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ Di1, . . . , ik P t1, . . . , iˆ, . . . , nu, I P Inn
#pWnq such that
@j P t1, . . . , nu, I ˝
´ ś
lPt1,...,ku
σil,i
¯
pxjq “ yj
,.
- .
This definition does not depend on the choice of a representative of X 1. Note that the
sequence i1, . . . , ik realizing the minimum is not necessarily unique (see Figure 3 with
n “ 5 and i “ 3). However, if kX ,ipX
1q ‰ n´ kX ,ipX
1q ´ 1, such a sequence is unique.
We now define a notion of relative complexity in On, the set of t0u-stars in Ln. Let Z
be a t0u-star in Ln distinct from X and let pZ,ψq be a representative of Z. Let w1, . . . , wn
be the leaves of the underlying graph of Z, and, for j P t1, . . . , nu, let zj be the preimage
by ψ of the generator of the group associated with wj. As tσi,j |i ‰ ju Y tpi jq |i ‰ ju
is a generating set of AutpWnq (c.f. [Mu¨h, Theorem B]), we see that, up to composition
by an inner automorphism and reordering,
Dk P N, Dpi1, j1q, . . . , pik, jkq P t1, . . . , nu
2 ´ tpx, xq | x P t1, . . . , nuu,
@j P t1, . . . , nu,
´ kś
m“1
σim,jm
¯
pxjq “ zj.
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We now define the second term complexity of Z by
ℓX pZq “ min
$’’’’&
’’’’%
ℓ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
Da1, . . . , aℓ P t1, . . . , nu pairwise distinct,
DI P Inn#pWnq such that, Dk P N
Dpi1, j1q, . . . , pik, jkq P t1, . . . , nu ˆ ta1, . . . , aℓu ´ tpx, xq | x P ta1, . . . , aℓuu,
@j P t1, . . . , nu, I ˝
´ kś
m“1
σim,jm
¯
pxjq “ zj
,////.
////-
.
The intuition behind the second term complexity is the following. We want to count
the minimal number N of elements of tx1, . . . , xnu such that, for all j P t1, . . . , nu, the
generator zj can be obtained from xj using partial conjugations by at most N twistors.
Note that, in the definition of ℓX pZq, if
´ kś
m“1
σim,jm
¯
pxjq “ zj , and ifm1,m2 P t1, . . . , ku
are distinct, we do not require that jm1 ‰ jm2 , so that the same twistor can appear in
distinct partial conjugations. Note also that ℓX pZq does not depend on the choice of a
representative of Z.
Lemma 3.3. Let X , pX, ρq, v1, . . . , vn and pYiqi“1,...,n be as above.
p1q Fix i P t1, . . . , nu and let X 1 be a t0u-star adjacent to Yi and distinct from X . Then
ℓX pX
1q “ 1 and a set ta1, . . . , aℓu realizing the minimum defining ℓX pX
1q is tiu.
p2q Let BpX , rq be the closed ball in Ln of radius r centered at X . Let Z P BpX , 4qXOn.
Then ℓX pZq ď 2. Moreover, the set realizing the minimum defining ℓX pZq is unique.
Proof. Let pX 1, ρ1q be a representative of X 1. Let y1, . . . , yn be the preimage by ρ
1
of the generators of the nontrivial vertex groups of X 1. Then, up to composing by an
inner automorphism and reordering, for all j P t1, . . . , nu, either yj “ xj or yj “ xixjxi.
Thus, for all j P t1, . . . , nu, the only twistor that we need in order to obtain yj from xj
using partial conjugations is xi. Since X
1 ‰ X , it follows that ℓX pX
1q “ 1 and that a set
realizing the minimum defining it is tiu.
For the second assertion, let Z be a representative of Z, and let z1, . . . , zn be the
preimage by the marking of the generators of the vertex groups. Then, there exist
j, k P t1, . . . , nu such that, for all m P t1, . . . , nu, one of the following holds:
p1q zm “ xm,
p2q zm “ xjxmxj,
p3q zm “ xkxmxk,
p4q zm “ xkxjxkxmxkxjxk,
p5q zm “ xkxjxmxjxk.
Thus, for all m P t1, . . . , nu, as we only need xj and xk as twistors to obtain zm from
xm, we see that ℓX pZq ď 2.
Moreover, the twistors xj and xk are the unique elements of tx1, . . . , xnu such that,
for all i P t1, . . . , nu, the generator zi is obtained from xi by partial conjugations using
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xj and xk as twistors. Thus, for all Z P BpX , 4q X On, the set ta1, . . . , alu realizing the
minimum defining ℓX pZq is unique.
We isolate here a technical argument that will appear frequently in the proof of
Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 3.4. Let X , pX, ρq, v1, . . . , vn and pYiqi“1,...,n be as above.
Fix i P t1, . . . , nu and let X 1 be a t0u-star adjacent to Yi and distinct from X . Let
k, ℓ P t1, . . . , nu ´ tiu be distinct. Let X
p2q
k be a t0u-star such that:
‚ dpX 1,X
p2q
k q “ 2,
‚ ℓX pX
p2q
k q “ 2 and a set realizing the minimum defining it is ti, ku.
Let X
p3q
k be a t0u-star at distance 2 of X
p2q
k and such that any set realizing ℓX pX
p3q
k q
contains ℓ. Then ℓX pX
p3q
k q ě 3.
Proof. Let pX 1, ρ1q be a representative of X 1. Let w1, . . . , wn be the leaves of the
underlying graph of X 1, and, for m P t1, . . . , nu, let ym be the preimage by ρ
1 of the
generator of the group associated with wm. For j P t2, 3u, let pX
pjq
k , ψ
pjqq be a represen-
tative of X
pjq
k , let w
pjq
1 , . . . , w
pjq
n be the n leaves of the underlying graph of X
pjq
k and, for
m P t1, . . . , nu, let y
pjq
m be the preimage by ψpjq of the generator of the group associated
with w
pjq
m . Note that, up to composition by an inner automorphism and reordering, for
all m P t1, . . . , nu,
yp2qm “ x
γm
i x
βm
k x
αm
i xmx
αm
i x
βm
k x
γm
i , αm, βm, γm P t0, 1u.
Note also that γm “ 1 precisely when yk “ xixkxi and βm “ 1. Thus, for all
m P t1, . . . , nu, the element y
p2q
m is obtained from xm using partial conjugations with
twistors xi and xk. Moreover, as k ‰ i, and as X
1 ‰ X , there exists n1 P t1, . . . , nu such
that αn1 ‰ 0 or γn1 ‰ 0. Since X
p2q
k ‰ X
1, there exists n2 such that βn2 ‰ 0.
As ℓ is contained in any set realizing the minimum defining ℓX pX
p3q
k q, there exists
p P N and m1 P t1, . . . , nu such that
´ pź
m“1
σim,jm
¯
pxm1q “ y
p3q
m1
,
and there exists m such that jm “ ℓ.
Claim. The elements xk and xi are twistors of any set realizing the minimum defining
ℓX pX
p3q
k q.
Proof. As ℓ is contained in any set realizing ℓX pX
p3q
k q, a representative of X
p3q
k is
obtained from X
p2q
k by contracting the edge adjacent to w
p2q
ℓ and then blowing-up an
edge at the central vertex. We then distinguish different cases according to the value of
y
p2q
ℓ .
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If y
p2q
ℓ “ xℓ, then for all m P t1, . . . , nu,
yp3qm “ x
δm
ℓ x
γm
i x
βm
k x
αm
i xmx
αm
i x
βm
k x
γm
i x
δm
ℓ , αm, βm, γm, δm P t0, 1u.
Since n1 and n2 are such that αn1 ‰ 0 or γn1 ‰ 0, and βn2 ‰ 0, the claim follows.
If y
p2q
ℓ “ xixℓxi, then for all m P t1, . . . , nu, we have
yp3qm “ x
δm
i x
δm
ℓ x
γm`δm
i x
βm
k x
αm
i xmx
αm
i x
βm
k x
γm`δm
i x
δm
ℓ x
δm
i , αm, βm, γm, δm P t0, 1u.
Since n2 is such that βn2 ‰ 0 and n1 is such that γn1 ` δn1 ‰ 0, or αn1 ‰ 0 or δn1 ‰ 0,
the claim follows.
If y
p2q
ℓ “ xkxℓxk, then for all m P t1, . . . , nu, we have
yp3qm “ x
δm
k x
δm
ℓ x
δm
k x
γm
i x
βm
k x
αm
i xmx
αm
i x
βm
k x
γm
i x
δm
k x
δm
ℓ x
δm
k , αm, βm, γm, δm P t0, 1u.
Since n1 and n2 are such that αn1 ‰ 0 or γn1 ‰ 0, and βn2 ‰ 0, the result follows.
Finally, if y
p2q
ℓ “ xkxixℓxixk, or if y
p2q
ℓ “ xixkxℓxkxi, or if y
p2q
ℓ “ xixkxixℓxixkxi,
then ym1 is obtained from xm1 using xi, xk and xℓ as twistors. This concludes the proof
of the claim.
Thus, i, k and ℓ are contained in any set realizing the minimum defining ℓX pX
p3q
k q,
and this implies that ℓX pX
p3q
k q ě 3.
We are now ready to prove a lemma concerning the number of embedded paths in
BpX , 4q.
Lemma 3.5. Let X , pX, ρq, v1, . . . , vn and pYiqi“1,...,n be as above.
Fix i P t1, . . . , nu and let X 1 be a t0u-star adjacent to Yi and distinct from X . Let
pX 1, ρ1q be a representative of X 1 and let X
1
be the underlying graph of X 1. Let
ti1, . . . , ikX ,ipX 1qu Ď t1, . . . , iˆ, . . . , nu
be a set realizing the minimum defining kX ,ipX
1q, and j P t1, . . . , iˆ, . . . , nu. Let x11, . . . , x
1
n
be the preimages by ρ1 of the generators of the nontrivial vertex groups. Up to reordering,
suppose that, for all k P t1, . . . , nu, x1k is obtained from xk by a conjugation.
(1) If x1j “ xj , the number of distinct injective edge paths in BpX , 4q ´ tX u of length
at most 5 between X 1 and Yj is equal to 2
n´kX ,ipX
1q´2 ´ 1.
(2) If x1j “ xixjxi, the number of distinct injective edge paths in BpX , 4q ´ tX u of
length at most 5 between X 1 and Yj is equal to 2
kX ,ipX
1q´1 ´ 1.
(3) Let Z be a t0u-star distinct from X and adjacent to Yj and such that kX ,jpZq “ 1.
Let ttu be a set realizing the minimum defining kX ,jpZq. Suppose that x
1
j “ xj .
If t P ti1, . . . , ikX ,ipX 1qu, then there is no path between X
1 and Z of length at most
4 in BpX , 4q´ tX u. If t R ti1, . . . , ikX ,ipX 1qu, then there is at least one path between
X 1 and Z of length at most 4 in BpX , 4q ´ tX u.
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Figure 4: Example of a path in Lemma 3.5 between X 1 (adjacent to Yi with i “ 2) and
Yj with j “ 6.
Proof. We prove the case x1j “ xj . The proof of the case x
1
j “ xixjxi is similar. The
proof consists in showing that the possible arcs P are as represented in Figure 4.
Let P be an arc (that is, an injective edge path), in BpX , 4q ´ tX u between X 1 and
Yj of length at most 5. Let w1, . . . , wn be the leaves of X
1
, and, for k P t1, . . . , nu, let yk
be the preimage by ρ1 of the generator of the group associated with wk. Note that, up
to reordering and composing by an inner automorphism, if k R ti1, . . . , ikX ,ipX 1qu, then
yk “ xk, and, if k P ti1, . . . , ikX ,ipX 1qu, then yk “ xixkxi. For k ‰ i, let Y
1
k be the F -star
such that a representative of Y 1k is obtained from X
1 by contracting the edge adjacent
to wk.
Claim. If k R ti, ju, the path P cannot contain Y 1k.
Proof. Suppose towards a contradiction that Y 1k P P , with k R ti, ju. Since P is
an arc, there exists in P a t0u-star X
p2q
k adjacent to Y
1
k and distinct from X
1. By
Lemma 3.3 p2q, we see that lX pX
p2q
k q ď 2. We claim that lX pX
p2q
k q “ 2. Indeed, let
pX
p2q
k , ψq be a representative of X
p2q
k , let w
p2q
1 , . . . , w
p2q
n be the n leaves of the underlying
graph of X
p2q
k and, for m P t1, . . . , nu, let y
p2q
m be the preimage by ψ of the generator of
the group associated with w
p2q
m . Note that, up to composition by an inner automorphism
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and reordering, for all m P t1, . . . , nu,
yp2qm “ x
γm
i x
βm
k x
αm
i xmx
αm
i x
βm
k x
γm
i , αm, βm, γm P t0, 1u.
Note also that γm “ 1 precisely when yk “ xixkxi and βm “ 1. Thus, for all
m P t1, . . . , nu, the element y
p2q
m is obtained from xm using partial conjugations with
twistors xi and xk. Moreover, as k ‰ i, and as X
1 ‰ X , there exists n1 such that either
αn1 ‰ 0 or γn1 ‰ 0. As X
p2q
k ‰ X
1, there exists n2 such that βn2 ‰ 0. It implies that
lX pX
p2q
k q “ 2.
Therefore, by Lemma 3.3 p1q, the t0u-star X
p2q
k is not adjacent to Yj since any t0u-star
Z adjacent to Yj is such that lX pZq “ 1.
So P contains an F -star Y
p2q
k adjacent to X
p2q
k and distinct from Y
1
k (see Figure 4 with
k “ 6). We claim that a representative of Y
p2q
k is obtained from X
p2q
k by contracting the
edge adjacent to w
p2q
i . Indeed, if it is not the case, one of the following two possibilities
holds.
piq A representative of Y
p2q
k is obtained from X
p2q
k by contracting the edge adjacent to
w
p2q
k . But then we go back to Y
1
k, which contradicts the fact that P is an arc.
piiq A representative of Y
p2q
k is obtained from X
p2q
k by contracting the edge adjacent to
w
p2q
ℓ , with ℓ ‰ i, k. Let X
p3q
k be the t0u-star in P adjacent to Y
p2q
k and distinct from
X
p2q
k , and let X
p3q
k be a representative of X
p3q
k . Then, there exist p P N, m1 P t1, . . . , nu
and i1, . . . , ip, j1, . . . , jp P t1, . . . , nu such that, if ym1 is the preimage by the marking of
a nontrivial vertex group of X
p3q
k , we have
´ pź
m“1
σim,jm
¯
pxm1q “ ym1 ,
and there existsm such that jm “ ℓ. Therefore, by Lemma 3.4, we see that ℓX pX
p3q
k q ě 3.
But, by Lemma 3.3 p2q, we have X
p3q
k R BpX , 4q and this contradicts the fact that
P Ď BpX , 4q.
Therefore a representative of Y
p2q
k is obtained from X
p2q
k by contracting the edge
adjacent to w
p2q
i (see Figure 4).
But then, for every t0u-star Z adjacent to Y
p2q
k , the set realizing ℓX pZq must contain
k. Indeed, let Z be a representative of Z and let z1, . . . , zn be the preimages by the
marking of the generators of the nontrivial vertex groups. Up to composition by an
inner automorphism and reordering, zi “ y
p2q
i and there exists m P t1, . . . , nu such that
zm ‰ y
p2q
m . Thus, if y
p2q
i is obtained from xi using partial conjugations such that one of
the twistors is xk, then a set realizing the minimum defining ℓX pZq contains k. Moreover,
if y
p2q
i “ xi, then, since n2 is such that βn2 ‰ 0, we see that zn2 is obtained from xn2 using
partial conjugations such that one of the twistors is xk. In any case, the set realizing
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ℓX pZq must contain k. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.3 p1q, if Z
1 is a t0u-star adjacent
to Yj, then the set realizing ℓX pZ
1q only contains j. Since a set realizing the second term
complexity is unique by Lemma 3.3 p2q, we see that Z and Yj are not adjacent in Ln.
This leads to a contradiction since we suppose that the length of P is at most 5.
So the above claim implies that the path P either contains Yi or Y
1
j (note that
Yi “ Y
1
i). The case Yi P P cannot occur by the following claim.
Claim. There does not exist a t0u-star adjacent to Yi and distinct from X at distance
3 from Yj in BpX , 4q ´ tX u.
Proof. Let X
p2q
i be a t0u-star adjacent to Yi and distinct from X and X
1. Let X
p2q
i be
a representative of X
p2q
i . Let v
p2q
1 , . . . , v
p2q
n be the leaves of the underlying graph of X
p2q
i
and, for m P t1, . . . , nu, let a
p2q
m be the preimage by the marking of the generator of the
groups associated with v
p2q
m . Up to reordering and composing by an inner automorphism,
we can suppose that, for all m P t1, . . . , nu, either a
p2q
m “ xm or a
p2q
m “ xixmxi (this is
possible by Lemma 3.3 p1q). Let X
p3q
i be a t0u-star distinct from X and at distance 2
of X
p2q
i , let X
p3q
i be a representative of X
p3q
i and let a
p3q
1 , . . . , a
p3q
n be the preimages by
the marking of the generators of the nontrivial vertex groups. Then one of the following
holds:
paq The t0u-star X
p3q
i is adjacent to Yi. By Lemma 3.3 p1q, a set realizing ℓX pX
p3q
i q
is equal to tiu. On the other hand, the set realizing the minimum defining the second
term complexity of every t0u-star adjacent to Yj contains j. As i ‰ j, we see that X
p3q
cannot be adjacent to Yj.
pbq There exist p P N, k P t1, . . . , nu ´ tiu, ℓ, i1, . . . , ip, j1, . . . , jp P t1, . . . , nu and
s P t1, . . . , pu such that ´ pź
m“1
σim,jm
¯
pxℓq “ a
p3q
ℓ
and js “ k. Thus k is contained in any set realizing the minimum defining ℓX pX
p3q
i q.
Moreover, we claim that i is contained in any set realizing the minimum defining ℓX pX
p3q
i q.
Indeed, as k is contained in a set realizing the minimum defining ℓX pX
p3q
i q, a represen-
tative of X
p3q
i is obtained from X
p2q
i as follows. We first contract the edge adjacent to
the vertex v
p2q
k . This gives an F -star denoted by Y
p3q
i . Then, a representative of X
p3q
i
is obtained from Y
p3q
i by blowing-up an edge. If a
p2q
k “ xk, then, as X
p2q
i is adjacent
to Yi, a set realizing the minimum defining ℓX pX
p2q
i q is equal to tiu by Lemma 3.3 p1q.
As a
p2q
k “ xk, we see that either a
p3q
m “ a
p2q
m or a
p3q
m “ xka
p2q
m xk. Thus, as i ‰ k, we see
that i is contained in a set realizing the minimum defining ℓX pX
p3q
i q. If a
p2q
k “ xixkxi,
then a
p3q
k “ a
p2q
k “ xixkxi and any set realizing the minimum defining ℓX pX
p3q
i q must
contain i. Therefore, in any case, we have that ti, ku is contained in any set realizing the
minimum defining ℓX pX
p3q
i q. This shows that ℓX pX
p3q
i q ě 2. However, since the t0u-stars
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adjacent to Yj have second term complexity equal to 1 by Lemma 3.3 p1q, we see that
X
p2q
i cannot be such that dBpX ,4q´tX upX
p2q
i ,Yjq “ 3.
Thus, P contains Y 1j. As any two distinct F -stars are at distance at least 2 in Ln, the
path P contains a t0u-star X
p2q
j adjacent to Y
1
j and distinct from X
1 (see Figure 4). Let
pX
p2q
j , ψq be a representative of X
p2q
j , let w
p2q
1 , . . . , w
p2q
n be the n leaves of the underlying
graph of X
p2q
j and, for m P t1, . . . , nu, let y
p2q
m be the preimage by ψ of the generator of
the group associated with w
p2q
m . Note that, up to composition by an inner automorphism
and reordering, for all m P t1, . . . , nu,
yp2qm “ x
βm
j x
αm
i xmx
αm
i x
βm
j , αm, βm P t0, 1u.
As X
p2q
j ‰ X
1, there exist k, l P t1, . . . , nu such that αk ‰ 0 and βl ‰ 0. Thus,
ℓX pX
p2q
j q “ 2 and a set realizing the minimum defining ℓX pX
p2q
j q is ti, ju. This also
implies that the t0u-star X
p2q
j is not adjacent to Yj by Lemma 3.3 p1q. So P contains
an F -star Y
p2q
j adjacent to X
p2q
j and distinct from Yj and Y
1
j (see Figure 4). We claim
that a representative of Y
p2q
j is obtained from X
p2q
j by contracting the edge that contains
w
p2q
i . Indeed, if it is not the case, then one of the following holds.
piq A representative of Y
p2q
j is obtained from X
p2q
j by contracting the edge that contains
w
p2q
j . Then Y
p2q
j “ Y
1
j , and this contradicts the fact that P is an arc.
piiq A representative of Y
p2q
j is obtained from X
p2q
j by contracting the edge that contains
w
p2q
ℓ , with ℓ ‰ i, j. Let X
p3q
ℓ be a t0u-star adjacent to Y
p2q
j and distinct from X
p2q
j , and
let X
p3q
ℓ be a representative of X
p3q
ℓ . As X
p3q
ℓ ‰ X
p2q
j any set realizing the minimum
defining ℓX pX
p3q
ℓ q must contain ℓ. Accordingly, since ℓ ‰ i, j we see by Lemma 3.4 that
ℓX pX
p3q
ℓ q ě 3. This contradicts the fact that P Ď BpX , 4q ´ tX u by Lemma 3.3 p2q.
Therefore, a representative of Y
p2q
j is obtained from X
p2q
j by contracting the edge
adjacent to w
p2q
i . We now distinguish two cases, according to the value of βi.
Claim. p1q If βi “ 0, then, for all m P t1, . . . , iˆ, . . . , nu, we have pαm, βmq ‰ p1, 1q.
p2q If βi “ 1, then, for all m P t1, . . . , iˆ, . . . , nu such that αm “ 1, the pair pαm, βmq
equals p1, 1q.
Proof. Let Z be a t0u-star adjacent to Y
p2q
j , let Z be a representative of Z, and let
z1, . . . , zn be the preimages by the marking of the generators of the nontrivial vertex
groups of Z.
p1q Suppose that βi “ 0 and that there exists m P t1, . . . , iˆ, . . . , nu such that pαm, βmq “
p1, 1q. Then any set realizing the minimum defining ℓX pZq must contain i because,
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as y
p2q
m “ xjxixmxixj , and as y
p2q
i “ xi, we see that, up to composing by an inner
automorphism and reordering, we have that zi “ xi and either zm “ xjxixmxixj or
zm “ xixjxixmxixjxi.
p2q Suppose now that βi “ 1 and that there exists m P t1, . . . , iˆ, . . . , nu such that
αm “ 1 and such that the pair pαm, βmq equals p1, 0q. Then any set realizing the
minimum defining ℓX pZq must contain i because, as y
p2q
m “ xixmxi, and as y
p2q
i “ xjxixj,
we see that, up to composing by an inner automorphism and reordering, we have that
zi “ xjxixj and either zm “ xixmxi or zm “ xjxixjxixmxixjxixj .
So, in both cases, for every t0u-star Z adjacent to Y
p2q
j , the set realizing the minimum
defining ℓX pZq must contain i.
Let Z be the t0u-star in P adjacent to Yp2q and distinct from X p2q. Then the set
realizing the minimum defining ℓX pZq must contain i by the above. Since the length
of P is at most 5, the t0u-star Z is adjacent to Yj. But then, by Lemma 3.3 p1q, the
set realizing the minimum defining ℓX pZq is equal to j. Since a set realizing the second
term complexity is unique by Lemma 3.3 p2q, we see that Z and Yj cannot be adjacent
and this leads to a contradiction.
So if βi “ 0, then, for all m P t1, . . . ,pi, . . . , nu, the pair pαm, βmq ‰ p1, 1q and if
βi “ 1, for all m P t1, . . . , iˆ, . . . , nu such that αm “ 1, the pair pαm, βmq equals p1, 1q.
We now claim that there are exactly 2n´kX ,ipX
1q´2´1 possible values for the sequence
pβ1, . . . , pβi, . . . , pβj , . . . , βnq.
First, if βi “ 1, then by the above claim, for all m P t1, . . . ,pi, . . . , nu such that
αm “ 1, we have βm “ 1. Using a global conjugation by xj, it then follows that every
marked graph of groups whose associated sequence pβ1, . . . , βnq satisfies the above claim
and is such that βi “ 1 is equivalent to a marked graph of groups whose associated
sequence pβ11, . . . , β
1
nq satisfies the above claim and is such that β
1
i “ 0. Thus we can
suppose that, for such a sequence pβ1, . . . , βnq, we have βi “ 0.
Moreover, by the above claim, all the pairs pαm, βmq such that αm “ 1 have the
same value for βm. Thus the sequence pβ1, . . . , βˆi, . . . , βˆj , . . . , βnq is determined by the
pairs pαm, βmq such that αm “ 0 and the choice of βm. By hypothesis, there are exactly
kX ,ipX
1q values of m P t1, . . . ,pi, . . . , nu such that αm “ 1 since αm “ 1 if and only if
x1m “ xixmxi. It then suffices to choose whether βm “ 0 or βm “ 1. Furthermore,
let pβ1, . . . , βnq and pβ
1
1, . . . , β
1
nq be two distinct sequences satisfying the above claim
and such that βi “ β
1
i “ 0. Then there exists m P t1, . . . ,
pi, . . . , nu such that βm “ 1
and β1m “ 0. Thus, since βi “ β
1
i “ 0, the associated marked graph of groups are
not equivalent and the two sequences give rise to two distinct equivalence classes of
marked graph of groups. Finally, since X p2q ‰ X 1, there exists k P t1, . . . ,pi, . . . , nu
such that βk “ 1. Hence there are 2
n´kX ,ipX
1q´2 ´ 1 possible values for the sequence
pβ1, . . . , pβi, . . . , pβj , . . . , βnq.
Let Z be a t0u-star adjacent to Y
p2q
j and distinct from X
p2q
j and let Z be a represen-
tative of Z. Let z1, . . . , zn be the preimage by the marking of the nontrivial associated
groups. Then, for every sequence pβ1, . . . , pβi, . . . , pβj , . . . , βnq satisfying the above claim,
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there exists exactly one such Z such that, up to composing by an inner automorphism
and reordering, for all ℓ P t1, . . . , nu, we have either zℓ “ xjxℓxj or zℓ “ xℓ. Such a
t0u-star is adjacent to both Y
p2q
j and Yj . We call this t0u-star X
p3q
j .
Thus, there exists a unique t0u-star X
p3q
j adjacent to both Y
p2q
j and Yj . Since
P is an arc of length at most 5, it must contain X
p3q
j . Thus an arc in BpX , 4q ´
tX u with length at most 5 between X 1 and Yj is completely determined by a se-
quence pβ1, . . . , βˆi, . . . , βˆj , . . . , βnq satisfying the above claim. This concludes the proof
of Lemma 3.5 p1q.
In order to prove the third assertion of the lemma, let P be an arc between X 1 and
Z of length at most 4. Then there exists an arc P 1 between X 1 and Yj of length at
most 5 which contains P . Thus, P is contained in one of the paths constructed in the
proof of the first assertion of the lemma. Therefore, using the notations of the proof
of Lemma 3.5 p1q, we see that Z “ X
p3q
j . Let X
p3q
j be a representative of X
p3q
j and let
y
p3q
1 , . . . , y
p3q
n be the preimages by the marking of the generators of the nontrivial vertex
groups. Then for all m P t1, . . . , nu, if αm “ 0, then y
p3q
m “ x
βm
j xmx
βm
j , and if αm “ 1,
then either y
p3q
m “ xm or y
p3q
m “ xjxmxj. Moreover, by construction, we know that there
exists m such that αm “ 0 and βm ‰ 0. As kX ,jpZq “ 1, and as αt “ 0 if and only if
t R ti1, . . . , ikX ,ipX
1qu, we see that there is an arc between X 1 and Z of length at most 4
if and only if t R ti1, . . . , ikX ,ipX
1qu. This concludes the proof.
Proposition 3.6. Let n ě 4. Let X P On. Let f P AutpLnq be such that f restricted to
the star of X is the identity. Then f “ idLn.
Proof. In order to prove Proposition 3.6, we prove that f fixes the star of all t0u-stars
at distance 2 from X . This concludes by propagation since Ln is connected.
First, we prove that f fixes BpX , 2q X On ´ tX u. Let X1,X2 P BpX , 2q X On be
distinct t0u-stars. If there exist distinct i, j P t1, . . . , nu such that X1 is adjacent to Yi
and X2 is adjacent to Yj, then fpX1q ‰ X2 because fpYiq “ Yi, fpYjq “ Yj and there is
no t0u-star adjacent to both Yi and Yj apart from X .
Suppose that there exists i such that Yi is adjacent to both X1 and X2. For α P t1, 2u,
let Xα be a representative of Xα and let y
α
1 , . . . , y
α
n be the preimages by the marking
of the generators of the nontrivial vertex groups of Xα. Since X1 ‰ X2, we see that,
up to reordering and composing by an inner automorphism, there exist j, k P t1, . . . , nu
such that y1i “ y
2
i “ xi, such that y
1
j “ xj and y
2
j “ xixjxi and such that y
1
k “ y
2
k. By
Lemma 3.5 p1q, if kX ,ipX1q ‰ kX ,ipX2q, then the number of arcs of length at most 5 in
BpX , 4q ´ tX u between X1 and Yk is distinct from the number of arcs of length at most
5 in BpX , 4q ´ tX u between X2 and Yk. Suppose that kX ,ipX1q ` kX ,ipX2q ‰ n ´ 1. In
particular, we have that n ´ kX ,ipX1q ´ 2 ‰ kX ,ipX2q ´ 1. Therefore, by Lemma 3.5 p1q
and p2q, the number of arcs of length at most 5 in BpX , 4q ´ tX u between X1 and Yj is
distinct from the number of arcs of length at most 5 in BpX , 4q ´ tX u between X2 and
Yj. Thus fpX1q ‰ X2 since f restricted to the star of X is the identity. In particular,
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since n ě 4, if X 1 P BpX , 2q´tX u is such that X 1 is adjacent to Yi and that kX ,ipX
1q “ 1,
then fpX 1q “ X 1.
It remains the case where kX ,ipX1q “ kX ,ipX2q “
n´1
2
. Let X k be the t0u-star
adjacent to Yk such that kX ,ipX
kq “ 1 and such that the set realizing kX ,ipX
kq is tju.
As kX ,ipX
kq “ 1, we have that fpX kq “ X k. Moreover, as y1j “ xj and as y
2
j “ xixjxi,
Lemma 3.5 p3q implies that there is no path of length at most 4 between X2 and X
k
in BpX , 4q ´ tX u while there is one such path between X1 and X
k. Thus fpX1q “ X1.
Hence f fixes BpX , 2q XOn ´ tX u.
Now let X 1 P BpX , 2q X On ´ tX u and let Y be the F -star adjacent to both X and
X 1 (the uniqueness of this F -star follows from the uniqueness of the set realizing the
minimum defining ℓX , see Lemma 3.3 p2q). Let X
1 be a representative of X 1 and let
v11, . . . , v
1
n be the leaves of the underlying graph of X
1 and, for i P t1, . . . , nu, let x1i be
the preimage by the marking of X 1 of the generators of the group associated with v1i.
Then, up to reordering, we can suppose that a representative of Y is obtained from X 1
by contracting the edge adjacent to v1n. Let Y
1 and Y2 be two distinct F -stars adjacent
to X 1 and distinct from Y. We prove that fpY1q ‰ Y2. Up to reordering, we can suppose
that, for α P t1, 2u, a representative of Yα is obtained from X 1 by contracting the edge
adjacent to v1α. Let Z be a t0u-star adjacent to Y such that :
p1q kX 1,npZq “ 1 ;
p2q a set realizing the minimum defining kX 1,npZq is t1u.
Then Lemma 3.5 p1q and p2q tells us that the number of paths of length at most 5 in
BpX 1, 4q´ tX 1u between Z and Y1 is equal to 2kX 1,npZq´1´ 1 while the number of paths
of length at most 5 in BpX 1, 4q ´ tX 1u between Z and Y2 is equal to 2n´kX 1,npZq´2 ´ 1.
Since kX 1,npZq “ 1, since n ě 4 and since f restricted to the star of Y is the identity, we
see that fpY1q ‰ Y2 and the proposition follows.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The uniqueness of γ is immediate since no automorphism of
Wn fixes the conjugacy class of each element appearing in every free generating set of
Wn. It thus suffices to prove that every automorphism preserving On and Fn is induced
by an element of OutpWnq. Let f be an automorphism of Ln preserving On and Fn.
Since OutpWnq acts transitively on On, we can suppose, up to composing by an element
of OutpWnq, that f fixes a t0u-star X . Now StabOutpWnqpX q is isomorphic to Sn and
every element of StabOutpWnqpX q acts on the underlying graph of a representative X of
X by permuting the leaves. As a representative of any F -star adjacent to X is obtained
from X by contracting the edge adjacent to a leaf, we see that StabOutpWnqpX q acts
transitively on the link of X . Thus, we can suppose, up to composing by an element of
OutpWnq, that f fixes the star of X . Proposition 3.6 then implies that f is the identity.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
4 Rigidity of the outer space of Wn
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.1, by constructing an injective homomor-
phism AutpKnq ãÑ AutpLnq. We first give a characterization of the t0u-stars and the
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F -stars which is preserved under automorphisms of Kn. This characterization relies on
a study of the link of the vertices of Kn. We begin with some definitions.
Definition 4.1. Let X be a graph. A join of X is a decomposition of X into two
nontrivial subgraphs A and B such that V AXV B “ ∅ and, for all a P V A and b P V B,
the vertices a and b are adjacent in X. We then write X “ A ˚B.
The fact of being decomposed as a join is preserved under automorphisms of graphs.
In the case of a vertex x P V Kn, there is a natural decomposition of the link lkpxq of x
in Kn.
Definition 4.2. Let x “ X P V Kn. Let X be a representative of X .
(1) The positive link of x, denoted by lk`pxq, is the maximal subgraph of lkpxq whose set
of vertices consists in the homothety classes which have a representative that collapses
onto X.
(2) The negative link of x, denoted by lk´pxq, is the maximal subgraph of lkpxq whose
set of vertices consists of homothety classes which have a representative Y such that X
collapses onto Y .
For all vertices x of Kn, by definition of the adjacency in Kn, we have
lkpxq “ lk`pxq ˚ lk´pxq.
It is in fact, as we will prove in Proposition 4.7 below, the only decomposition of lkpxq
as a join.
Lemma 4.3. Let n ě 4. Let x “ X P V Kn be such that lk`pxq ‰ ∅. Let X be a
representative of X and let X be its underlying graph.
p1q If lk`pxq is nontrivial and has no edge, then 2 ď |lk`pxq| ď 3. Moreover, |lk`pxq| “ 3
if and only if the underlying graph of any representative of x has n leaves.
p2q Let lk1`pxq be the set of vertices of Kn such that any element of lk
1
`pxq has a repre-
sentative that can be obtained from X by blowing-up exactly one edge. Then |lk1`pxq| ě 2.
Proof. Suppose that lk`pxq is nontrivial and has no edge. Then the graph X has at
least n´1 leaves. Otherwise, one can blow-up two distinct edges at two distinct vertices
of X with nontrival vertex groups which are not leaves. This gives rise to two vertices in
the positive link of x that are linked by an edge. This contradicts the fact that lk`pxq
has no edge.
Moreover, if X has exactly n´ 1 leaves, then all vertices of X with trivial associated
groups have valence 3 since otherwise one can blow-up an edge at a non-leaf vertex of X
with nontrivial vertex group and another edge at a valence-four vertex of X with trivial
vertex group. This gives rise to two vertices in the positive link of x that are linked by
an edge. Moreover, the only non-leaf vertex with nontrivial associated group has valence
equal to 2 since otherwise one can blow-up two edges at this vertex, giving rise to two
vertices in the positive link of x that are linked by an edge.
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If X has n leaves, then at most one vertex of X has degree at least 4 since otherwise
one can blow-up two edges at two distinct vertices of X. This gives rise to two vertices
in the positive link of x that are linked by an edge. Thus X has at most one vertex v
with degree at least 4. The degree of v is in fact equal to 4 since otherwise one can blow
up a two-edge graph at v, which gives rise to two vertices in the positive link of x that
are linked by an edge.
Thus, there are two possibilities for X .
piq The graph X has n leaves. Moreover, there are exactly one vertex v of valence 4
and |V X | ´ pn ` 1q vertices of valence 3. In this case, the number of possible vertices
in lk`pxq corresponds to partitioning the set of edges adjacent to v into two subsets of
order 2. This shows that |lk`pxq| “ 3.
piiq The graph X has n´1 leaves. Moreover, there are exactly one vertex v of valence 2
and |V X|´n vertices of valence 3. In this case, the group associated with v is nontrivial
and it is the only vertex of X that has nontrivial associated group and is not a leaf. In
that case, the number of possible vertices in lk`pxq corresponds to blowing-up an edge
e at v so that one of the endpoint of e is a leaf. Since v has valence 2, Proposition 2.1
implies that Stab0pxq is isomorphic to F . Thus, there are two possibilities for blowing-
up the edge e (either blowing it up while applying the nontrivial element of Stab0pxq or
blowing it up such that the preimages by the marking of the generators of the nontrivial
vertex groups of the new graph of groups are the same as the preimages by the marking
of X of the generators of the nontrivial vertex groups). This shows that |lk`pxq| “ 2.
We now prove the second part of the lemma. Suppose that lk`pxq is nontrivial (it
might have edges). Suppose first that X has at most n´ 2 leaves. Let v1 and v2 be two
vertices of X with nontrivial associated groups that are not leaves. Then one can find
two elements of lk1`pxq by blowing up an edge at either v1 or v2. Thus, |lk
1
`pvq| ě 2.
Finally, if X has at least n´ 1 leaves, then the constructions of distinct elements of
lk1`pxq are similar to the case where lk`pxq is nontrivial and has no edge.
Lemma 4.4. Let n ě 4. Suppose that x “ X P V Kn is such that lk´pxq is nontrivial
and has no edge. Let X be a representative of X and X be its underlying graph.
p1q There exists a unique vertex in X with trivial associated group.
p2q The negative link satisfies 3 ď |lk´pxq| ď n. Moreover, |lk´pxq| “ n if and only if x
is a t0u-star.
Proof. p1q The graph X contains at least one vertex with trivial associated group since
otherwise there would not exist an element Y P V Kn such that a representative of Y is
obtained from X by collapsing a forest. This would contradict the fact that lk´pxq is
nontrivial. Thus X contains at least one vertex with trivial associated group.
Suppose towards a contradiction that X contains two vertices with trivial associated
groups. Then, since the degree of any vertex of X with trivial associated group is at least
3, there exists two distinct edges e1 and e2 in X that can be simultaneously collapsed to
get a new element in V Kn. Moreover, if i P t1, 2u, and if Yi is the homothety classes of
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the marked graph of groups obtained from X by collapsing ei, then Y1,Y2 P lk´pxq and
Y1 and Y2 are adjacent in lk´pxq and distinct. This contradicts the fact that lk´pxq has
no edge. Thus, there exists a unique vertex in X with trivial associated group.
p2q Let v be the unique vertex in X with trivial associated group guaranteed by the
first assertion. It follows that degpvq ě 3. Thus |lk´pxq| ě 3. Since X contains exactly
n vertices with nontrivial associated group, degpvq ď n. Thus |lk´pxq| ď n.
Now, if |lk´pxq| “ n, then degpvq “ n. Thus X contains exactly n leaves and n` 1
vertices and X is a t0u-star. Conversely, if X is a t0u-star, then there exists exactly
one vertex in X with trivial associated group. Moreover, its degree is equal to n. Thus
|lk´pxq| “ n.
Lemma 4.5. Let n ě 4. Let x “ X P V Kn be such that lk´pxq is nontrivial. Let X be a
representative of X and let X be its underlying graph. Let v1, . . . , vn be the vertices of X
with nontrivial associated group. Let e P EX and let tvi1 , . . . , viku > tvj1 , . . . , vjlu be the
partition of tv1, . . . , vnu obtained by considering the vertices contained in each connected
component of X ´ e˚.
(1) Let F0 Ď X be a forest (that may be empty) such that the homothety class of the
marked graph of groups Y obtained from X by collapsing F0 is a vertex of Kn. Let
p : X Ñ Y be the canonical projection.
Then, if ppeq is not a vertex, it is the unique edge f of Y such that the partition
of tppv1q, . . . , ppvnqu induced by Y ´ f˚ is tppvi1q, . . . , ppvikqu > tppvj1q, . . . , ppvjlqu.
(2) Let y, z P lk´pxq be distinct vertices. Let Y and Z be representatives of y and
z respectively, and let Y and Z be their underlying graphs. Let py : X Ñ Y and
pz : X Ñ Z be the natural projections.
If one can obtain Z from Y by collapsing a forest of Y , and if pzpeq is not a point,
there exists a unique edge Ćpzpeq P EY such that the partition of tpypv1q, . . . , pypvnqu
induced by Ćpzpeq is
tpypvi1q, . . . , pypvikqu > tpypvj1q, . . . , pypvjlqu.
Remark 4.6. Let X, Y and Z be as in the above statement. Let G be the forest of Y
such that Z is obtained from Y by collapsing G.
(1) The statements of the lemmas can be reinterpreted in terms of decompositions in
free factors of Wn. Indeed, a partition of the vertices with nontrivial associated groups
tv1, . . . , vnu “ A > B induced by an edge of X gives rise to a decomposition of Wn as
Wn “ W
A
k ˚W
B
n´k well-defined up to global conjugation. In this case, W
A
k is generated
by the groups associated with the vertices in A, and WBn´k is generated by the groups
associated with the vertices in B. In particular, Lemma 4.5 p1q can be stated as follows.
If X is a graph of groups whose fundamental group is Wn, and if e and f are distinct
edges of the underlying graph of X, then e and f induce distinct free factor decomposi-
tions.
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Moreover, if Y is a graph of groups obtained from X by collapsing a forest, and if g is
an edge of the underlying graph of Y , then there exists a unique edge rg in the underlying
graph of X which induces the same free factor decomposition as g.
(2) Let H be a forest in Z. The second statement of the lemma gives a unique minimal
forest rH in Y that lifts H. Indeed, if h P EH, let rh be the unique edge of Y given by
Lemma 4.5 p2q. Then trhuhPH is a lift of H. This lift has the property that rH X G is
contained in the leaves of G and that every vertex of rH is adjacent to an edge in rH. We
call it the canonical lift of H.
Proof. For the first statement, we only need to prove the uniqueness result. Let f
be an edge of Y distinct from ppeq. Let A1 > A2 be the partition of tppv1q, . . . , ppvnqu
induced by ppeq, and let B1 > B2 be the partition of tppv1q, . . . , ppvnqu induced by f .
We prove that there exist two vertices v and w of Y with nontrivial associated groups
such that v and w are in the same connected component of Y ´ f˚ while they are not
in the same connected component of Y ´ ˚ppeq, or conversely. This will imply that there
exists α P t1, 2u such that Bα XA1 ‰ ∅ and that Bα XA2 ‰ ∅, or conversely. This will
conlcude the proof. There are two cases to distinguish, according to the endpoints of
ppeq.
If both of the endpoints of ppeq have nontrivial associated groups, then, since Y is
a tree, ppeq is necessarily the unique edge of Y such that the endpoints of ppeq are in
distinct connected components of Y ´ ˚ppeq.
Suppose that one of the endpoints of ppeq, denoted by v0, has trivial associated group.
Then there exists an arc P between two distinct leaves of Y , say ppviq and ppvjq, such
that ppeq and f are (up to replacing them by their opposite edges) contained in this
path and in this order. Since v0 has trivial associated group, degpv0q ě 3. Thus, up to
exchanging the roles of ppviq and ppvjq, there exists a path P
1 between ppviq and a leaf of
Y , say ppvkq, distinct from both ppviq and ppvjq, such that P
1 contains v0 (see Figure 5).
So if P 1 contains ppeq (see Figure 5, Case 1), then ppviq and ppvkq are not contained
in the same connected component of X ´ ˚ppeq while they are contained in the same
connected component of X ´ f˚ . If P 1 does not contain ppeq, then there are two cases to
distinguish.
Let v1 be the other endpoint of ppeq. If there exists ℓ P t1, . . . , nu such that we
have v1 “ ppvℓq (see Figure 5, Case 2), then ppvjq and ppvℓq are contained in the same
connected component of X ´ ˚ppeq while they are not contained in the same connected
component of X ´ f˚ .
If v1 has trivial associated group (see Figure 5, Case 3), then degpv1q ě 3. So there
exists ℓ P t1, . . . , nu such that v1 is contained in the arc P
p2q between ppvjq and ppvℓq and
such that ppeq is not contained in P p2q. Thus ppvjq and ppvℓq are contained in the same
connected component of X ´ ˚ppeq while they are not contained in the same connected
component of X ´ f˚ . In any case, ppeq and f do not generate the same partition of
tppv1q, . . . , ppvnqu.
Let Y and Z be as in the second statement of the lemma. By the first state-
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‚ ‚
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‚
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f
‚ ‚
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‚
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‚ppvkqCase 3
Figure 5: The arcs constructed in Lemma 4.5.
ment of the lemma, there exists a unique edge Ćpzpeq P EY such that the partition
of tpypv1q, . . . , pypvnqu induced by Ćpzpeq is tpypvi1q, . . . , pypvikqu > tpypvj1q, . . . , pypvjlqu
(namely it is pypeq), and we take this edge to be our lift.
Proposition 4.7. Let n ě 4, and x “ X P V Kn. Suppose that both lk´pxq and
lk`pxq are nontrivial. The only nontrivial decomposition of lkpxq as a join is lkpxq “
lk`pxq ˚ lk´pxq.
Proof. Let X be a representative of X and let X be its underlying graph. Let lkpxq “
A˚B be a nontrivial decomposition as a join of lkpxq such that A ‰ lk`pxq, lk´pxq. Then
there exist x1, x2 P lk`pxq or x1, x2 P lk´pxq such that x1 P A and x2 P B. For i P t1, 2u,
let Xi be the homothety class corresponding to xi and let Xi be a representative. Let Xi
be the underlying graph of Xi. Since x1 and x2 are joined by an edge, up to renumbering
and changing the representatives, there exists a forest F0 in X1 such that X2 is obtained
from X1 by collapsing F0. We now investigate both cases.
Suppose first that x1, x2 P lk`pxq. We are going to construct two other vertices z1
and z2 such that z1 P A, z2 P B and z1 and z2 are not linked by an edge, which will lead
to a contradiction (see Figure 6).
Since x2 P lk`pxq, up to changing the representative X of X , there exists a forest G
in X2 such that X is obtained from X2 by collapsing G. Let rG be the canonical lift of
G in X1.
Let f P EF0. Let Z0 be the homothety class of the marked graph of groups Z0
obtained from X1 by collapsing f and let z0 be the corresponding vertex in Kn. Since a
representative of Z0 is obtained from X1 by collapsing an edge, we see that x1 P lk`pz0q.
Moreover, since f P EF0, we see that z0 P lk`px2q and z0 P lk`pxq. Lemma 4.3 p2q
applied to z0 then implies that there exists z1 “ Z1 P lk`pz0q distinct from x1 such that
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‚
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Z0
‚Z1f h‚
X1
rg
‚Z2
Figure 6: The adjacency of the homothety classes constructed in the first case of
Lemma 4.7.
the underlying graph of any representative of z1 has the same number of edges as X1.
Since z1 P lk`pz0q and z0 P lk`pxq, we have z1 P lk`pxq. As z1 has a representative that
has the same number of edges as X1, and as x1 ‰ z1, we see that z1 R lkpx1q. Therefore
we have z1 P A.
In order to construct z2, let rg be an edge in rG. Let Z2 be the homothety class of the
marked graph of group Z2 obtained from X1 by collapsing rg. Let z2 be the corresponding
vertex in Kn. Then, since rg P rG, we see that z2 P lk`pxq. As rg P E rG, and as two distinct
edges induce distinct free factor decompositions by Remark 4.6 p1q, there exists an edge
g P EX2 (namely the edge whose lift in X1 is rgq such that the free factor decomposition
induced by g is distinct from the free factor decomposition induced by any edge of the
underlying graph of Z2. Thus we see that x2 and z2 cannot be adjacent. Indeed, if
it was the case, then as Z2 is obtained from X1 by collapsing exactly one edge, either
|EX2| “ |EZ2| or there would exist a representative Z
1
2 of Z2 such that X2 is obtained
from Z 12 by collapsing a forest. Both cases would contradict Remark 4.6 p1q because the
edge g of X2 induces a free factor decomposition that is not induced by any edge of the
underlying graph of Z 12. This implies that z2 R lkpx2q and that z2 P B.
Claim. The vertices z1 and z2 are not adjacent in lkpvq.
Proof. Suppose towards a contradiction that z1 and z2 are adjacent. Let Z1 be a
representative of the homothety class corresponding to z1, and, for i P t1, 2u, let Zi be
the underlying graph of Zi. As |EZ1| “ |EZ2| ` 1, up to changing the representatives
Z1 and Z2, we can suppose that Z2 is obtained from Z1 by collapsing an edge e P EZ1.
Let h be the edge in Z1 such that the marked graph of groups obtained from Z1 by
collapsing h is in z0. As Z1 is distinct from X1, the edge h is such that the free factor
decomposition of Wn induced by h is distinct from the one induced by any edge of X1.
Thus, by Lemma 4.5 p2q, the free factor decomposition of Wn induced by h is distinct
from the one induced by any edge of Z2. Therefore, by Remark 4.6 p1q, the marked
graph of groups Z2 is obtained from Z1 by collapsing h. This implies that z2 “ z0 by
the choice of h. However, rG X F0 does not contain any edge by the properties of the
canonical lift of G (see Remark 4.6 p2q). Thus there exists an edge in Z0 which induces
the same free factor decomposition of Wn as rg. As Z2 is obtained from X1 by collapsingrg, Lemma 4.5 p1q implies that there is no edge in Z2 that induces the same free factor
decomposition as rg. Thus z0 ‰ z2, and this leads to a contradiction.
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Figure 7: The adjacency of the homothety classes constructed in the second case of
Lemma 4.7.
Therefore z1 and z2 are not adjacent in lkpxq. However, z1 P A and z2 P B. This
contradicts the fact that lkpxq “ A ˚B is a join decomposition.
Now suppose that x1, x2 P lk´pxq. We use the same strategy as when x1, x2 P lk`pxq
(see Figure 7).
Since x1 P lk´pxq, up to changing the representative X of X , there exists a forest G in
X such that X1 is obtained fromX by collapsing G. Let g P EG. Let rF0 be the canonical
lift of F0 in X . Remark that rF0XG does not contain any edge. Let Z1 be the homothety
class of the marked graph of groups Z1 obtained from X by collapsing rF0 Y pG ´ tguq
and let z1 be the corresponding vertex. Let px1 : X Ñ X1 and pz1 : X Ñ Z1 be the
natural projections. We claim that x1 and z1 are not adjacent. Indeed, suppose that x1
and z1 are adjacent. As x1 and z1 are distinct, we see that |EX1| ‰ |EZ1|. Therefore,
as |Ep rF0YpG´tguqq| ě |EG|, we see that |EX1| ą |EZ1|, and a representative of Z1 is
obtained from a representative of X1 by collapsing a forest. Let X
1
1 be a representative of
X1 obtained from Z1 by blowing-up a forest. As pz1pgq is an edge in Z1, Remark 4.6 p1q
implies that there exists a unique edge rg in X1 such that rg induces the same free factor
decomposition as pz1pgq and g. But since px1pgq is a point, Remark 4.6 p1q implies that
there is no edge in X
1
1 which induces the same free factor decomposition as g. So x1 and
z1 are not adjacent and z1 P A.
In order to construct z2, let f P EF0. Let Y be the marked graph of groups obtained
from X1 by collapsing F0 ´ tfu. Let p0 : X1 Ñ Y be the natural projection. Let a1 and
a2 be the endpoints of p0pfq. Let X1{F0 be the marked graph of groups obtained from
X1 by collapsing F0. Since the homothety class of X1{F0 is an element of Kn (namely
it is X2), one of the endpoints of p0pfq has trivial associated group. Suppose without
loss of generality that a1 has trivial associated group. In particular, degpa1q ě 3. Let
a3 and a4 be two distinct vertices adjacent to a1 other than a2 and let e be the edge
between a1 and a3. Finally let Z2 be the homothety class of the marked graph of groups
Z2 obtained from Y by collapsing teu. Let z2 be the corresponding vertex in Kn. Then,
since |EX2| “ |EZ2| and since X2 and Z2 are obtained from X by collapsing two distinct
forests, we see that z2 and x2 are not adjacent in Kn. So z2 P B.
Let us prove that z1 and z2 are not adjacent in lkpxq. Suppose towards a contradiction
that z1 and z2 are adjacent. As G contains at least one edge, we have that Z1 is
obtained from X by collapsing |F0| ` |G| ´ 1 edges. Moreover, Z2 is obtained from X
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by collapsing |F0| ` |G| edges. This implies that the number of edges of a representative
of z1 is greater than the number of edges of a representative of z2. Thus, there exists a
representative of z1 that collapses onto a representative of z2. Let pz2 : X Ñ Z2 be the
natural projection. Let rf P rF0 be the canonical lift of f in X . Since pz2p rfq is an edge in
Z2, Remark 4.6 p1q implies that there exists an edge in Z2 which induces the same free
free factor decomposition as rf . But, as pz1p rfq is a point in Z1, Remark 4.6 p1q shows
that there is no edge in Z2 that induces the same free factor decomposition as rf . Thus,
z1 and z2 are not adjacent.
This contradicts the fact that lkpxq “ A ˚B is a join decomposition. This concludes
the proof of the proposition.
Corollary 4.8. Let n ě 4 and f P AutpKnq. Then f preserves the set of t0u-stars and
the set of F -stars.
Proof. Let ρ be a t0u-star. Since lk´pρq has no edge and is of cardinal equal to n,
Proposition 4.7 tells us that either lk`pfpρqq has no edge and its cardinal is equal to n,
or lk´pfpρqq has no edge and its cardinal is equal to n. Since n ě 4, Lemma 4.3 p1q tells
us that the first case is not possible. So lk´pfpρqq has no edge and its cardinal is equal
to n. Then Lemma 4.4 p2q shows that fpρq is a t0u-star.
Let ρ1 be an F -star. Then there exists a t0u-star ρ such that ρ1 P lk´pρq. Therefore,
fpρ1q P lk´pfpρqq. As fpρq is a t0u-star and since the negative link of a t0u-star is
composed of F -stars, we see that fpρ1q is an F -star.
Thus, there exists a homomorphism AutpKnq Ñ AutpLnq defined by restriction. We
now prove that this homomorphism is in fact injective.
Lemma 4.9. Let n ě 4. Let f P AutpKnq be such that f |On “ idOn and f |Fn “ idFn .
Let y “ Y P V Kn be such that lk´pvq is trivial. Then fpyq “ y.
Proof. In order to prove Lemma 4.9, we prove the following claim.
Claim. Let 0 ď k ď n ´ 3. Let X and Y be vertices of Kn. Let X and Y be
representatives of X and Y. We write X and Y for their underlying graphs. Suppose
that X has a nontrivial negative link with no edge and that Y has a trivial negative link.
If X has k vertices with nontrivial associated group that are not leaves, and if Y has
k ` 1 vertices with nontrivial associated group that are not leaves, then fpX q “ X and
fpYq “ Y.
Lemma 4.9 then follows from the claim because for every vertex y P V Kn with trivial
negative link, there exists k P t0, . . . , n ´ 3u such that y has a representative Y whose
underlying graph has exactly k`1 vertices with nontrivial associated group that are not
leaves.
We prove the claim by induction on k. When k “ 0, X has n leaves, so by
Lemma 4.4 p2q, we have that |lk´pvq| “ n. Thus, by Lemma 4.4 p2q, we see that X
is a t0u-star. Moreover, Y has n´1 leaves and n vertices, so Y is an F -star. Thus, when
k “ 0, the claim is a restatement of the fact that f fixes the t0u-stars and the F -stars.
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Now suppose that the claim is true for some 0 ď k ď n ´ 4. Let X and Y be such
that X has a nontrivial negative link with no edge and that Y has a trivial negative link.
Let X and Y be representatives of X and Y, and let X and Y their underlying graphs.
Suppose that X has k ` 1 vertices with nontrivial associated group that are not leaves,
and that Y has k ` 2 vertices with nontrivial associated group that are not leaves.
We start by showing that fpX q “ X . First, by Proposition 4.7, the homothety class
fpX q has either a nontrivial negative link with no edge or a nontrivial positive link with
no edge.
Claim. The homothety class X cannot be sent by f to a homothety class z “ Z such
that lk`pzq has no edge.
Proof. Suppose towards a contradiction that it is the case. By Lemma 4.4, |lk´pX q| ě 3,
while by Lemma 4.3 p1q, |lk`pzq| ď 3. Thus, |lk´pX q| “ |lk`pzq| “ 3. But then,
Lemma 4.3 p1q implies that the underlying graph of any representative of Z has n
leaves. However, such a vertex z is adjacent to n F -stars whereas X is adjacent to at
most one F -star. Indeed if k ` 1 “ 1, the homothety class X is adjacent to exactly one
F -star obtained from X by collapsing the unique edge between the vertex with trivial
associated group (the uniqueness of this vertex follows from Lemma 4.4 p1q) and the
non-leaf vertex with nontrivial associated group. If k ` 1 ě 2, then X is not adjacent
to an F -star because X has at least two vertices with nontrivial associated group that
are not leaves, whereas any F -star has exactly one such vertex. As the set of F -stars is
fixed by f , we get a contradiction.
So fpX q has a nontrivial negative link with no edge. Let v be the unique vertex of
X with trivial associated group given by Lemma 4.4 p1q.
Claim. The underlying graph of any representative of fpX q has exactly n ´ k ´ 1
leaves.
Proof. By the induction hypothesis, the automorphism f fixes all vertices of Kn whose
negative link is nontrivial and has no edges and such that the underlying graph of any
representative has at least n´k leaves. Thus, the underlying graph of any representative
of fpX q has at most n´ k ´ 1 leaves.
Now, suppose that Z is the homothety class of a marked graph of groups Z whose
underlying graph has at most n´k´2 leaves and such that lk´pZq is nontrivial and has
no edge. Then lk´pZq does not contain any homothety class of marked graphs of groups
whose underlying graph has n´ k ´ 1 leaves. But lk´pX q contains one such homothety
class, namely the homothety class of a marked graph of groups obtained from X by
collapsing an edge between v and a vertex that is not a leaf. As f fixes all vertices of
Kn with trivial negative link and such that the underlying graph of any representative
has at least n ´ k ´ 1 leaves and as fplk´pX qq “ lk´pfpX qq, it follows that fpX q ‰ Z.
Thus, the underlying graph of any representative of fpX q has at least n´ k ´ 1 leaves.
Therefore the underlying graph of any representative of fpX q has exactly n´k´1 leaves.
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To prove that, in fact, fpX q “ X , we distinguish between two cases, according to
the vertices adjacent to v. Note that, as X is connected, the vertex v is adjacent to at
least one vertex that is not a leaf.
Case 1. Suppose that v is adjacent to at least two vertices w1 and w2 that are not
leaves.
For i P t1, 2u, let ei be the edge between v and wi, and let Yi be the homothety class
of the marked graph of groups Yi obtained from X by collapsing ei. Then Y1 and Y2 are
homothety classes of marked graphs of groups with trivial negative link and such that the
underlying graphs of Y1 and Y2 have k` 1 vertices with nontrivial associated group that
are not leaves. By induction hypothesis, fpY1q “ Y1 and fpY2q “ Y2. Let p1 : X Ñ Y1
and p2 : X Ñ Y2 be the natural projections. In Case 1, the fact that fpX q “ X is a
consequence of the following claim.
Claim. The homothety class X is the only vertex in lkpY1q X lkpY2q whose negative
link is nontrivial and has no edge.
Proof. Let Z P lkpY1q X lkpY2q be such that lk´pZq is nontrivial and has no edge.
Assume towards a contradiction that Z ‰ X . As Y1 has trivial negative link, for all
Z 1 P V Kn such that Z
1 P lkpY1q, we have in fact Z
1 P lk`pY1q. Thus, there exists a
representative Z of Z such that Z is obtained from Y1 by blowing-up a forest F0. Let Z
be the underlying graph of Z, and let pZ1 : Z Ñ Y 1 be the natural projection.
We claim that there exists a unique edge in F0. Indeed, otherwise there would exist
two vertices in Z with trivial associated groups. As lk´pZq has no edge, this would
contradict Lemma 4.4 p1q. Thus, there exists a unique edge f P EF0.
Since Z P lkpY2q and since lk´pZq is nontrivial and has no edge, Lemma 4.4 p1q
implies that there exists an edge g such that the homothety class of the marked graph of
groups Z{tgu obtained from Z by collapsing g is Y2. Let p
Z
2 : Z Ñ Z{tgu be the natural
projection. By Remark 4.6 p1q, there exists a unique edge h P EZ such that pZ2 phq
induces the same free factor decomposition of Wn as p2pe1q. But since Z is a blow-up
of Y1 by an edge, and since Y1 is obtained from X by collapsing e1, Lemma 4.5 p2q
implies that pZ1 phq is reduced to a point. Therefore f “ h and Z is obtained from Y1 by
blowing-up the edge e1. It follows that the graph Z is isomorphic to the graph X. Thus,
we can suppose that X “ Z. We can also suppose, by Lemma 4.5 p2q, that g “ e2. As
v has trivial associated group, degpvq ě 3. If X ‰ Z, since both X and Z are obtained
from Y1 by blowing-up the edge e1, there exist an integer ℓ P t0, 1u and a vertex w3 P V X
distinct from w1 and w2 and adjacent to v such that:
(1) For i P t1, 2, 3u, the preimage by the marking of X of the generator of the group
associated with wi is xi ;
(2) The preimage by the marking of Z of the generator of the group associated with
w2 is x
ℓ
1x2x
ℓ
1 and the preimage by the marking of Z of the generator of the group
associated with w3 is x
ℓ`1
1 x3x
ℓ`1
1 .
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As p2pw2q and p2pw3q are in the same connected component of p2pXq ´ tp2pw1qu,
it follows that ppe1q and p2pe1q induces distinct free factor decompositions of Wn. This
contradicts the fact that Z{te1u P Y2 by Remark 4.6 p1q. The claim follows.
Case 2. Suppose that v is adjacent to only one vertex w that is not a leaf.
Let e be the edge between v and w and let Y 1 be the homothety class of the marked
graph of groups Y 1 obtained from X by collapsing e. Let Y
1
be the underlying graph of
Y 1. Let pX : X Ñ Y
1
be the natural projection. Then, as lk´pY
1q is trivial and as Y 1 has
a representative whose underlying graph has n ´ k ´ 1 leaves, by induction hypothesis,
we see that fpY 1q “ Y 1. So fpX q P lkpY 1q. Thus a representative Z of fpX q is obtained
from Y 1 by blowing-up a forest F0 Ď EZ. As lk´pfpX qq has no edge, the forest F0
contains a unique edge e1. Let Z be the underlying graph of Z, and pZ : Z Ñ Y
1
be the
canonical projection.
Suppose towards a contradiction that fpX q ‰ X . By the claim above Case 1, the
underlying graph of any representative of fpX q has exactly n ´ k ´ 1 leaves. Therefore
none of the two endpoints of e1 is a leaf. Thus, as one of the endpoints of e1 has trivial
associated group, there exists a vertex a P V Y
1
such that degpaq ě 3 and such that e1
collapses onto a. As Y 1 has trivial negative link, we see that the group associated with a
is nontrivial. Let yi be the preimage by the marking of Y
1 of the generator of the group
associated with a. Let ra be the lift of a in Z such that ra has nontrivial associated group.
Then yi is the preimage by the marking of Z of the generator of the group associated
with ra. Let rb be the endpoint of e1 distinct from ra (see Figure 8). As Z{te1u P Y 1, the
vertex rb has trivial associated group and degprbq ě 3. Moreover, by the previous case,
the vertex rb cannot be adjacent to two vertices that are not leaves.
Suppose first that Z is not a blow-up of Y 1 at pXpeq. This implies that p
´1
X paq is a
vertex.
As rb is not adjacent to two vertices that are not leaves, there exist two distinct
leaves w1 and w2 of Y
1
adjacent to a such that w1 and w2 have lifts rw1 and rw2 in Z with
nontrivial associated group that are adjacent to rb. Let yj and yk be the preimages by the
marking of Y 1 of the groups associated with w1 and w2. Then there exist αj , αk P t0, 1u
such that y
αj
i yjy
αj
i and y
αk
i yky
αk
i are the preimages by the marking of Z of the groups
associated with rw1 and rw2.
Let Z 11 be the homothety class of the marked graph of groups Z
1
1 defined as follows
(see Figure 8):
‚ The underlying graph of Z 11 is obtained from Y
1
by pulling-up an edge h at a so
that one of the two endpoints of h is a leaf. Let p1 : Z
1
1 Ñ Y
1
be the projection. Let x be
a vertex of the underlying graph of Z 11. Remark that, as w2 is a leaf, p
1´1pw2q is a leaf.
‚ If x is distinct from p1´1pw2q and is such that p
1pxq ‰ a, then the group associated
with x in Z 11 is the same one as the group associated with p
1pxq.
‚ If p1pxq “ a and if x is a leaf, then the group associated with x is the same one as
the group associated with a.
‚ If p1pxq “ a and if x is not a leaf, then x has trivial associated group.
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Figure 8: The construction of Z 11 in Lemma 4.9 when pXpeq ‰ a.
‚ Finally, the preimage by the marking of Z 11 of the generator of the group associated
with p1´1pw2q is y
αk`1
i yky
αk`1
i .
By the induction hypothesis, Z 11 is fixed by f . What is more, dlkpY 1qpX ,Z
1
1q “ 2. Indeed,
a common refinement of X and Z 11 is obtained from X by pulling-up the edge h at p
´1
X paq
(this is possible since pXpeq ‰ a).
Claim. In lkpY 1q, we have dlkpY 1qpZ,Z
1
1q ą 2.
Proof. Since both Z and Z 11 have nontrivial negative link with no edge, we see by
Lemma 4.4 p1q that |V Z| “ |V Z
1
1|. As both Z and Z
1
1 are trees, we have |EZ| “ |EZ
1
1|.
Thus, as Z ‰ Z 11, we have dlkpY 1qpZ,Z
1
1q ą 1. As Y
1 has trivial negative link, the only way
dlkpY 1qpZ,Z
1
1q “ 2 is that Z and Z
1
1 have a common refinement. Let z be the leaf of Z
1
1
such that p1pzq “ a. Then p1´1pw1q and p
1´1pw2q are in the same connected component
of Z
1
1´tzu. Let Z
p2q
1 be a refinement of Z1, and let y
p2q
1 , . . . , y
p2q
n be the preimages by the
marking of Z
p2q
1 of the generators of the nontrivial vertex groups of Z
p2q
1 . Suppose that,
for all m P t1, . . . , nu, there exists αm P t0, 1u such that y
p2q
m “ y
αm
i ymy
αm
i and that there
exist m0 and m1 such that αm0 “ 0 and αm1 “ 1. Since the preimage by the marking
of the generator of the group associated with z is yi, we see that Z
p2q
1 is obtained from
Z 11 by blowing-up a forest and applying a twist at an edge whose terminal point is z.
As a consequence, since p1´1pw1q and p
1´1pw2q are in the same connected component
of Z
1
1 ´ tzu, there does not exist a refinement of Z
1
1 such that the preimages by the
marking of the generator of the group associated with lifts of p1´1pw1q and p
1´1pw2q are
respectively y
αj
i yjy
αj
i and y
αk
i yky
αk
i . Thus, Z and Z
1
1 do not have any common refinement
and dlkpY 1qpZ,Z
1
1q ą 2.
Since dlkpfpY 1qqpfpX q, fpZ
1
1qq “ dlkpY 1qpX ,Z
1
1q “ 2, the last claim implies that fpX q “
X when pXpeq ‰ a.
Suppose now that pXpeq “ a. Then, as |lk´pX q| “ |lk´pfpX qq|, and as X and Z
both have a unique vertex with trivial associated group by Lemma 4.4 p1q (namely v
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Figure 9: The construction of Z 12 in Lemma 4.9 in Case piq.
and rb), we see that degpvq “ degprbq “ m. Moreover, both v and rb are adjacent to a
unique vertex that is not a leaf (namely w and ra). Thus, both v and rb are adjacent to
exactly m ´ 1 leaves. Note that, as v and rb have trivial associated group, m ´ 1 ě 2.
Let v1, . . . , vm´1 be the leaves of X adjacent to v, and let rb1, . . . ,rbm´1 be the leaves of
Z adjacent to rb. For j P t1, . . . ,m ´ 1u, let yXj be the preimage by the marking of the
generator of the group associated with vj and let y
Z
j be the preimage by the marking
of the generator of the group associated with rbj. As we suppose that X ‰ Z, up to
reordering and composing by an inner automorphism, one of the following holds.
piq There exist j, k P t1, . . . ,m ´ 1u distinct such that yXj “ yiy
Z
j yi and y
X
k “ y
Z
k (see
Figure 9).
piiq There exist j, k P t1, . . . ,m ´ 1u distinct and a leaf rak adjacent to ra such that
yXj “ yiy
Z
j yi and such that the preimage by the marking of the generator of the group
associated with rak is yXk . Moreover, there exists a leaf w0 in X adjacent to w such that
the preimage by the marking of the generator of the group associated with w0 is y
Z
k (see
Figure 10).
piiiq There exist j, ℓ P t1, . . . ,m ´ 1u distinct and a leaf raj adjacent to ra such that
yXℓ “ y
Z
ℓ and such that the preimage by the marking of the generator of the group
associated with raj is yXj (see Figure 11).
pivq For all j P t1, . . . ,m´1u, there exists a leaf raj adjacent to ra such that the preimage
by the marking of the generator of the group associated with raj is yXj .
We then distinguish two cases, according to whether yXj “ yiy
Z
j yi or not.
Suppose first that yZj “ yiy
X
j yi (Cases piq and piiq). Let Z
1
2 be the homothety class
of the marked graph of groups Z 12 defined as follows (see Figures 9 and 10):
‚ The underlying graph Z
1
2 of Z
1
2 is obtained from Y
1
by blowing-up an edge h at a
so that one of the two endpoints of h is a leaf. Let p1 : Z
1
2 Ñ Y
1
be the projection. Let x
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Figure 10: The construction of Z 12 in Lemma 4.9 in Case piiq.
be a vertex of the underlying graph of Z 12. Let y be the preimage by the marking of the
generator of the group associated with p1pxq.
‚ If p1pxq ‰ a or if p1pxq “ a and x is a leaf, then the preimage by the marking of Z 12
of the generator of the group associated with x is y.
‚ If p1pxq “ a and x is not a leaf, then x has trivial associated group.
By the induction hypothesis, as Z
1
2 has k vertices with nontrivial associated vertex groups
that are not leaves, the homothety class Z 12 is fixed by f . What is more, dlkpY 1qpX ,Z
1
2q “
2. Indeed, a common refinement of Z and Z 12 is obtained from X by blowing-up the edge
h at the vertex w of p´1X paq with nontrivial associated group.
Claim. In lkpY 1q, we have dlkpY 1qpZ,Z
1
2q ą 2.
Proof. Since both Z and Z 12 have nontrivial negative link with no edge, we see by
Lemma 4.4 p1q that |V Z| “ |V Z
1
2|. As both Z and Z
1
2 are trees, we have |EZ| “ |EZ
1
2|.
Thus, as Z ‰ Z 12, we have dlkpY 1qpZ,Z
1
2q ą 1. As Y
1 has trivial negative link, the only
way dlkpY 1qpZ,Z
1
2q “ 2 is that Z and Z
1
2 have a common refinement. Let z be the leaf of
Z
1
2 such that p
1pzq “ a. Then the preimage by the marking of the group associated with
z is xyiy.
Let Z
p2q
2 be a refinement of Z
1
2, let Z
p2q
2 be its underlying graph and let y
p2q
1 , . . . , y
p2q
n
be the preimages by the marking of Z
p2q
2 of the generators of the nontrivial vertex groups
of Z
p2q
2 . Since both Z and Z
1
2 are obtained from Y
1 by blowing-up an edge at a while
applying a twist around an edge adjacent to a, a potential common refinement of Z and
Z 12 is obtained from Y
1 by blowing-up a forest while applying a twist around an edge
adjacent to a. Thus, we may assume that, for all m P t1, . . . , nu, there exists αm P t0, 1u
such that y
p2q
m “ y
αm
i ymy
αm
i .
Suppose first that yXk “ y
Z
k (Case piq). Let rvj and rvk be the lifts in Zp2q2 of respectively
p1´1ppXpvjqq and p
1´1ppXpvkqq with nontrivial associated group. Since p
1´1ppXpvjqq and
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p1´1ppXpvkqq are contained in the same connected component of Z
1
2 ´ tzu, there exists
α P t0, 1u such that the preimages by the marking of Z
p2q
2 of the generators of the groups
associated with rvj and rvk are respectively yαi yXj yαi and yαi yXk yαi . As a consequence,
there does not exist a refinement of Z 12 such that the preimages by the marking of the
generators of the groups associated with the lifts of p1´1ppXpvjqq and p
1´1ppXpvkqq with
nontrivial associated groups are respectively yiy
X
j yi and y
X
k . Thus, Z and Z
1
2 do not
have any common refinement and dlkpY 1qpZ,Z
1
2q ą 2.
Suppose now that there exists a leaf w0 in X adjacent to w such that the preimage by
the marking of the generator of the group associated with w0 is y
Z
k (Case piiq). Let rvj , rvk
and rw0 be the lifts in Zp2q2 of respectively p1´1ppXpvjqq, p1´1ppXpvkqq and p1´1ppXpw0qq
with nontrivial associated group. Since p1´1ppXpvjqq, p
1´1ppXpvkqq and p
1´1ppXpw0qq are
contained in the same connected component of Z
1
2´tzu, there exists α P t0, 1u such that
the preimages by the marking of Z
p2q
2 of the generators of the groups associated withrvj and rvk are respectively yαi yXj yαi , yαi yXk yαi and yαi yZk yαi . As a consequence, there does
not exist a refinement of Z 12 such that the preimages by the marking of the generators
of the groups associated with the lifts of p1´1ppXpvjqq, p
1´1ppXpvkqq and p
1´1ppXpw0qq
with nontrivial associated groups are respectively yiy
X
j yi, y
X
k and y
Z
k . Thus, Z and Z
1
2
do not have any common refinement and dlkpY 1qpZ,Z
1
2q ą 2.
Suppose now that yZj ‰ yiy
X
j yi (Cases piiiq and pivq). Then there exists a leaf raj
adjacent to ra such that the preimage by the marking of the generator of the group
associated with raj is yXj . Let aj “ pprajq. Moreover, as Z ‰ X , either there exists
ℓ P t1, . . . ,m ´ 1u such that either yZℓ “ yiy
X
ℓ yi (Case piiq) or y
Z
ℓ “ y
X
ℓ (Case piiiqq or
there exist ℓ P t1, . . . ,m´1u´tju and a leaf raℓ of Z adjacent to ra such that the preimage
by the marking of the generator of the group associated with raℓ is yXℓ (Case pivq). By
the claim above (see Case piiq), we can suppose that yZℓ ‰ yiy
X
ℓ yi.
Let Z 13 be the homothety class of the marked graph of groups Z
1
3 defined as follows
(see Figure 11 with yXℓ “ y
Z
ℓ ):
‚ The underlying graph Z
1
3 of Z
1
3 is obtained from Y
1
by blowing-up an edge h at a
so that one of the two endpoints of h is a leaf. Let p1 : Z
1
3 Ñ Y
1
be the projection. Let x
be a vertex of the underlying graph of Z 13. Let y be the preimage by the marking of the
generator of the group associated with p1pxq.
‚ If p1pxq ‰ a, aj or if p
1pxq “ a and x is a leaf, then the preimage by the marking of
Z 13 of the generator of the group associated with x is y.
‚ If p1pxq “ a and x is not a leaf, then x has trivial associated group.
‚ If p1pxq “ aj , then x is a leaf. Moreover, the preimage by the marking of Z
1
3 of the
generator of the group associated with x is yiy
X
j yi.
Since Z 13 has one less vertex with nontrivial associated group which is not a leaf, by the
induction hypothesis, Z 13 is fixed by f . What is more, dlkpY 1qpZ,Z
1
3q “ 2. Indeed, a
common refinement of Z and Z 13 is obtained from Z by blowing-up the edge h at the
vertex of p´1paq with nontrivial associated group.
Claim. In lkpY 1q, we have dlkpY 1qpX ,Z
1
3q ą 2.
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Figure 11: The construction of Z 13 in Lemma 4.9 in the case y
X
ℓ “ y
Z
ℓ .
Proof. The proof is identical for Cases piiiq and pivq. Since both X and Z 13 have
nontrivial negative link with no edge we see by Lemma 4.4 p1q that |V X| “ |V Z
1
3|.
As both X and Z
1
3 are trees, we have |EX | “ |EZ
1
3|. Thus, as X ‰ Z
1
3, we have
dlkpY 1qpX ,Z
1
3q ą 1. As Y
1 has trivial negative link, the only way that dlkpY 1qpX ,Z
1
3q “ 2
is that X and Z 13 have a common refinement. Let z be the leaf of Z
1
3 such that p
1pzq “ a.
Then the preimage by the marking of the group associated with z is xyiy.
Let Z
p2q
3 be a refinement of Z
1
3, let Z
p2q
3 be its underlying graph and let y
p2q
1 , . . . , y
p2q
n
be the preimages by the marking of Z
p2q
3 of the generators of the nontrivial vertex groups
of Z
p2q
3 . Since both Z and Z
1
3 are obtained from Y
1 by blowing-up an edge at a while
applying a twist around an edge adjacent to a, a potential common refinement of Z and
Z 13 is obtained from Y
1 by blowing-up a forest while applying a twist around an edge
adjacent to a. Thus, we may assume that, for all m P t1, . . . , nu, there exists αm P t0, 1u
such that y
p2q
m “ y
αm
i ymy
αm
i . Let rvj and rvℓ be the lifts in Zp2q3 of respectively p1´1ppXpvjqq
and p1´1ppXpvℓqq with nontrivial associated group. Since p
1´1ppXpvjqq and p
1´1ppXpvℓqq
are contained in the same connected component of Z
1
3´tzu, there exists α P t0, 1u such
that the preimages by the marking of Z
p2q
3 of the generators of the groups associated
with rvj and rvℓ are respectively yα`1i yXj yα`1i and yαi yXℓ yαi . As a consequence, there does
not exist a refinement Z0 of Z
1
3 such that the preimages by the marking of the generators
of the groups associated with the lifts of p1´1ppXpvjqq and p
1´1ppXpvℓqq with nontrivial
associated groups are respectively yXj and y
X
ℓ . Thus, X and Z
1
3 do not have any common
refinement and dlkpY 1qpX ,Z
1
3q ą 2.
Since dlkpfpY 1qqpfpX q, fpZ
1
3qq “ dlkpY 1qpX ,Z
1
3q “ 2, the two claims imply that fpX q “
X .
We now prove that fpYq “ Y. Let v1 be a vertex of Y that is adjacent to at least
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Figure 12: The constructions of Y 1 and Z 1 in Lemma 4.9.
one leaf. Let v2, . . . , vℓ be the leaves adjacent to v1 and, for i P t1, . . . , ℓu, let yi be the
preimage by the marking of the generator of the group associated with vi. Let Y
1 be the
equivalence class of the marked graph of groups Y 1 defined as follows (see Figure 12):
‚ The underlying graph Y
1
of Y 1 is obtained from Y by blowing-up an edge e1 at v1
such that one of the endpoint of e1 is a leaf. Let p : Y
1 Ñ Y be the natural projection.
Let x be a vertex of Y
1
, and let y be the preimage by the marking of the generator of
the group associated with ppxq.
‚ If ppxq ‰ v1 or if ppxq “ v1 and x is a leaf, then the preimage by the marking of
Y 1 of the generator of the group associated with x is y.
‚ If ppxq “ v1 and x is not a leaf, then v1 has trivial associated group.
By the previous step, as Y 1 has k vertices with nontrivial associated groups that are not
leaves, and as lk´pY
1q is nontrivial and has no edge, we see that fpY 1q “ Y 1. By the
second claim in the proof of Lemma 4.9, the negative link of fpY 1q is nontrivial and has
no edge. Therefore, f preserves the negative link of Y 1 and fpYq P lk´pY
1q. Let w be
the endpoint of e1 with trivial associated group. For i P t1, . . . , ℓu, let rvi be the leaf of
Y
1
which lifts vi. Let e2, . . . , eℓ be the edges of Y
1
such that for all i P t2, . . . , ℓu, the
endpoints of ei are rvi and w.
We claim that there exists a unique i P t1, . . . , ℓu such that a representative of fpYq
is obtained from Y 1 by contracting ei. Indeed, as lk´pY
1q is nontrivial and has no edge,
Lemma 4.4 p1q implies that Y
1
has exactly one vertex with trivial associated group,
namely w. Therefore, a representative of fpYq is obtained from Y 1 by contracting a
unique edge adjacent to w.
Suppose towards a contradiction that there exists an edge e0 in Y
1
between w and a
vertex w1 with nontrivial associated group that is not a leaf and such that a representative
of fpYq is obtained from Y 1 by collapsing e0. Let yj be the preimage by the marking of
Y 1 of the generator of the group associated with w1. Let Z0 be the homothety class of the
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marked graph of groups obtained from Y 1 by contracting e0. By induction hypothesis,
fpZ0q “ Z0. Thus fpYq ‰ Z0.
Thus, there exists a unique i P t1, . . . , ℓu such that a representative of fpYq is obtained
from Y 1 by contracting ei. We claim that i “ 1. Indeed, for i ‰ 1, let Z be the equivalence
class of the marked graph of groups Z obtained from Y 1 by collapsing ei. Let Z
1 be the
equivalence class of the marked graph of groups Z 1 whose underlying graph is Y
1
and
such that the preimage by the markings of the generators of the groups associated withrv1, . . . , rvℓ are y1, . . . , yi´1, y1yiy1, yi`1, . . . , yℓ. Then Z 1 P lk`pYq because Z 1 is obtained
from Y first by precomposing the marking of Y by the automorphism which sends yi to
y1yiy1 and fixes all the other yi and then blowing-up an edge at v1 such that one of the
endpoints of this edge is a leaf and then. However, Z 1 R lkpZq because the vertex of Z
whose preimage by the marking of the associated group is xyiy is a leaf. Therefore there
is no refinement of Z such that there exist two vertex groups of the refinement such
that the preimage by the marking of the generators of the vertex groups are respectively
y1yiy1 and yk. As fpZ
1q “ Z 1 by the previous step, we have fpYq P lkpZ 1q. Therefore,
fpYq ‰ Z and fpYq “ Y.
We can now show the injectivity of the homomorphism AutpKnq Ñ AutpLnq.
Proposition 4.10. Let n ě 4. Let f P AutpKnq such that f |On “ idOn and f |Fn “ idFn .
Then f “ idKn.
Proof. Let k P N and let X P V Kn be such that the underlying graph X of a rep-
resentative X of X has exactly k vertices with trivial associated group. We prove by
induction on k that fpX q “ X . If k “ 0, then X has trivial negative link. Thus, by
Lemma 4.9, we have fpX q “ X .
Suppose now that k ě 1. Then, as any representative of an element of lk´pX q is
obtained from X by collapsing at least an edge, by the induction hypothesis, we have
f |lk´pX q “ id|lk´pX q and lk´pfpX qq “ lk´pX q.
Suppose towards a contradiction that fpX q ‰ X . Let Y be a representative of fpX q,
and let Y be the underlying graph of Y . By the induction hypothesis, Y has at least k
vertices with trivial associated group. Since X ‰ fpX q, there exists an edge e P EY such
that the free factor decomposition of Wn induced by e is distinct from the free factor
decomposition induced by any edge of X. Let Z P lk´pX q. Let Z be a representative
of Z obtained from X by collapsing a forest, and let Z be the underlying graph of Z.
By Remark 4.6 p1q, for any edge f P EZ, there exists an edge rf P EX such that the
free factor decomposition induced by f is the same one as the free factor decomposition
induced by rf . Thus, there does not exist any edge of Z which induces, up to global
conjugation, the same free factor decomposition of Wn as e. But, for any edge f of Y ,
there exists Z 1 P lk´pYq, a representative Z
1 of Z 1 with underlying graph Z
1
and an
edge g of Z
1
such that the free factor decomposition induced by e is the same as the
one induced by g (Z is obtained from Y by contracting an edge distinct from f). This
contradicts the fact that lk´pfpX qq “ lk´pX q. Thus fpX q “ X and f “ idKn .
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let n ě 4. The injectivity is immediate since the homo-
morphism OutpWnq Ñ AutpLnq is injective by Theorem 3.1 and since Ln is a subgraph
of Kn. We now prove surjectivity. Let f P AutpKnq. By Proposition 4.8, the automor-
phism f induces an automorphism rf P AutpLnq. By Theorem 3.1, rf is induced by an
element γ P OutpWnq. Since the homomorphism AutpKnq Ñ AutpLnq is injective by
Proposition 4.10, f is induced by γ. This concludes the proof.
5 Rigidity of the simplicial completion of Kn
Let n ě 4. A splitting of Wn is a minimal, simplicial Wn-action on a simplicial tree S
and such that:
p1q The finite graph WnzS is not empty and not reduced to a point.
p2q Vertices of S with trivial stabilizer have degree at least 3.
Here minimal means that Wn does not preserve any proper subtree of S. A splitting
S ofWn is free if all edge stabilizers are trivial. A splitting S
1 is a blow-up, or equivalently
a refinement, of a splitting S if S is obtained from S1 by collapsing some edge orbits
in S1. Two splittings are compatible if they have a common refinement. If k ě 1 is
an integer, a free splitting S is a k-edge free splitting if WnzS has exactly k edges. An
F -one-edge free splitting is a one-edge free splitting S such that one of the vertex groups
of WnzS is isomorphic to Wn´1 while the other vertex group is isomorphic to F .
The simplicial completion of Kn, denoted by Kn, is the flag complex such that:
‚ The vertices of Kn are the equivalence classes of free splittings of Wn, where two
free splittings S and S1 are equivalent if there exists a Wn-equivariant homeomorphism
between them.
‚ Two equivalence classes of free splittings S and S 1 are adjacent in Kn if there exist
S P S and S1 P S 1 such that S refines S1 or conversely.
In the literature, this complex is also called the free splitting complex. The free
splitting complex appears as well in the study of the outer automorphism group of a
free group of finite rank and more generally in the study of the outer automorphism
group of a free product of groups (see [AS, HM1, HM2]). In particular, Handel-Mosher
([HM1, HM2]) in the case of OutpFN q and Handel-Mosher and Horbez ([HM1, Hor]) in
the case of the outer automorphism group of a free product of groups proved that this
complex is Gromov hyperbolic.
We have a canonical injective homomorphism Kn ãÑ Kn defined as follows. Let
X P V Kn be the equivalence class of a marked graph of groups, and let X be a represen-
tative of X . Let S be a Bass-Serre tree corresponding to X, and let S be the equivalence
class of S. Then the map
Φ : Kn Ñ Kn
X ÞÑ S
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is a well-defined injective homomorphism. From now on, we identify Kn with its image
in Kn.
The group AutpWnq acts onKn by precomposition of the action. For any α P InnpWnq
and for any S P Kn, we have αpSq “ S. Therefore the action of AutpWnq induces an
action of OutpWnq.
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.2. In order to do so, we first show that
any automorphism of Kn preserves Kn. Thus, we have a restriction homomorphism
AutpKnq Ñ AutpKnq which, as we will see, turns out to be injective. Theorem 1.2 then
follows from Theorem 1.1.
We first characterise the vertices of Kn in Kn.
Proposition 5.1. Let n ě 4. Let S P V Kn. If S P V Kn, then S has finite valence in
Kn. If S P V Kn ´ V Kn, then S has infinite valence in Kn.
Proof. Suppose that S P V Kn, and let S
1 P lkpSq. Let S and S1 be representatives of S
and S 1. If S refines S1, then WnzS
1 is obtained from WnzS by collapsing a forest. Since
WnzS is a finite tree, there are only finitely many possibilities for WnzS
1, hence finitely
many possibilities for S1. If S1 refines S, then, since S P Kn, the equivalence class S
1
also belongs to Kn. Thus, we have S
1 P lkKn` pSq where lk
Kn
` pSq is the positive link of S
in Kn. Since lk
Kn
` pSq is finite, there are only finitely many possibilities for S
1. Hence
lkpSq is finite.
Now suppose that S P V Kn ´ V Kn. Let S be a representative of S. Since we have
S P V Kn ´ V Kn, there exists a vertex of S whose stabilizer contains a subgroup G
of Wn isomorphic to W2. Since AutpW2q is isomorphic to W2 (see e.g. [Tho, Lemma
1.4.2]), we see that StabpSq is infinite by Proposition 2.1. Moreover, we claim that there
exists S 1 P lkpSq X V Kn. Indeed, let v be a vertex of WnzS whose associated group
is isomorphic to Wi with i ě 2. then one can construct an element T P Ki and then
blow-up T at v. The equivalence class of the result is an element in lkpSq. Applying the
process to every vertex of WnzS with infinite associated vertex group gives an element
S 1 P lkpSqXV Kn. As StabpSq acts on lkpSq, the orbit of S
1 under the action of StabpSq
is infinite (recall that StabpS 1q is finite by Proposition 2.1). Thus lkpSq is infinite.
Thus, Proposition 5.1 tells us that any automorphism of Kn preserves Kn. This
gives a restriction homomorphism
AutpKnq Ñ AutpKnq.
In the rest of the section, we prove that this homomorphism is injective. In order to
show this, we first prove that any automorphism of Kn which fixes Kn pointwise also
fixes the set of one-edge free splittings pointwise. We will then conclude by the following
proposition, due to Scott and Swarup.
Theorem 5.2. [SS, Theorem 2.5] Let n ě 4. Any set tS1, . . . , Sku of pairwise distinct,
pairwise compatible, one-edge free splittings of Wn has a unique refinement S such that
WnzS has exactly k edges. If S is a free splitting such that WnzS has exactly k edges,
then S refines exactly k distinct one-edge free splittings.
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The next lemma is inspired by [HW, Lemma 2.3] due to Horbez and Wade.
Lemma 5.3. Let n ě 4. For all S P V Kn, the following assertions are equivalent.
(1) There exists S P S such that S is an F -one-edge free splitting.
(2) The equivalence class S satisfies the following properties.
(a) The link of S is infinite.
(b) There exists a t0u-star X such that X P lkpSq.
(c) There exist S1,S2 P lkpSq such that dKnpS1,S2q “ 2 and such that S1´S´S2
is the unique path of length 2 joining S1 and S2.
Proof. We first prove that p1q implies p2q. Let S P S be an F -one-edge free split-
ting. Then S R V Kn and Proposition 5.1 implies that lkpSq is infinite, which proves
Property paq.
In order to prove Property pbq, let
Wn “ xx1, . . . , xn´1y ˚ xxny
be the free factor decomposition of Wn induced by S. Let X be the t0u-star such that,
if w1, . . . , wn are the leaves of X, and if i P t1, . . . , nu, then the stabilizer of wi is xxiy.
Let X be the equivalence class of X. Then X P lkpSq.
In order to prove Property pcq, let S1 be the 2-edge free splitting induced by the
decomposition
Wn “ xx1, x2y ˚ xx3, . . . , xn´1y ˚ xxny ,
where the preimage by the marking of the group associated with the central vertex of
WnzS1 is xx3 . . . , xn´1y. Let S2 be the 2-edge free splitting induced by the decomposition
Wn “ xx1, x3y ˚ xx2,x3, . . . , xn´1y ˚ xxny ,
where the preimage by the marking of the group associated with the central vertex of
WnzS2 is xx2,x3, . . . , xn´1y. For i P t1, 2u, let Si be the equivalence class of Si. Then
S1,S2 P lkpSq. Moreover, the equivalence classes S1 and S2 are not adjacent in Kn
since both S1 and S2 are 2-edge free splittings, thus, there does not exist i P t1, 2u,
j P t1, 2u ´ tiu such that Si collapses onto Sj . So dKnpS1,S2q “ 2.
Claim. Let T P V Kn be such that S1 ´ T ´ S2 is a path of length 2 joining S1 and
S2. Then S “ T .
Proof. Suppose towards a contradiction that there exists a representative T of T such
that T is a common refinement of S1 and S2. For i P t1, . . . , nu, let vi be the only vertex
of T fixed by xi. Note that, for i ‰ j, the vertices vi and vj may not be distinct. Since
T refines S1, for every edge e P ET , one of the following holds:
‚ the vertices v1, v2 and v3 belong to the same connected component of T ´ t˚eu,
‚ the vertices v1 and v2 belong to a connected component of T ´ t˚eu distinct from the
one that contains v3,
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‚ there exist i P t1, 2u and j P t1, 2u ´ tiu such that vi is in a connected component of
T ´ t˚eu distinct from the one containing vj, v3 and vn.
But if T refines S2, there exists e P ET such that v1 and v3 belong to a connected
component of T ´ t˚eu distinct from the one that contains v2 and vn. This leads to a
contradiction.
Thus, there exists a representative T of T such that both S1 and S2 collapse to T .
As S is the only such one-edge free splitting, the claim follows.
We now prove that p2q implies p1q. Suppose that S satisfies the properties of Asser-
tion p2q of the lemma.
Claim. Property pcq implies that S has a representative S that is either a one-edge
free splitting or is such that there is no free splitting of Wn that properly refines S.
Proof. Let S1 and S2 be as in Property pcq, and, for i P t1, 2u, let Si be a representative
of Si. Let S be a representative of S. There are three cases to distinguish.
• If S refines S1 and if S2 refines S, then S2 refines S1, so that dKnpS1,S2q ď 1. This
leads to a contradiction.
• If S refines both S1 and S2, then there does not exist any proper refinement of S
as this would contradict the uniqueness of the path of length 2 between S1 and S2.
• If S is refined by both S1 and S2, then S is a one-edge free splitting as otherwise
there would exist a splitting S1 that is properly refined by S. This would contradict
the uniqueness of the path.
The claim follows.
Since a free splitting which has no proper refinement is in Kn, the above claim,
Property paq and Proposition 5.1 imply that S is a one-edge free splitting. Property pbq
implies in fact that S is an F -one-edge free splitting as the F -one-edge-free splittings are
the only one-edge free splittings that are adjacent to a t0u-star. The lemma follows.
Lemma 5.4. Let n ě 4. Let f P AutpKnq be such that f |Ln “ idLn . Let S be the
equivalence class of an F -one-edge free splitting S. Then fpSq “ S.
Proof. As f P AutpKnq, Corollary 4.8 and Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3 imply that fpSq is the
equivalence class of an F -one-edge free splitting S1. Let
Wn “ xx1, . . . , xn´1y ˚ xxny
be the free factor decomposition of Wn induced by S. Let X be the equivalence class of
the F -star X represented in Figure 13 on the left.
Since fpX q “ X , the free splitting S1 is an F -one-edge free splitting obtained from
X by collapsing n ´ 1 edges. But if T is an F -one-edge free splitting obtained from
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Figure 13: The F -stars X and X 1 of the proof of Lemma 5.4.
X by collapsing n ´ 1 edges, then there exists i P t1, . . . , nu such that the free factor
decomposition of Wn induced by T is
Wn “ xx1, . . . , pxi, . . . , xny ˚ xxiy .
For i P t1, . . . , nu, we will denote by Ti the F -one-edge free splitting with associated
free factor decomposition xx1, . . . , pxi, . . . , xny ˚ xxiy, and by Ti its equivalence class. For
i ‰ n, the free splitting Ti is a collapse of the F -star X
1 depicted in Figure 13 on the
right, whereas S is not a collapse of X 1.
Let X 1 be the equivalence class of X 1. Since fpX 1q “ X 1, we have that fpSq is not
adjacent to X 1. But, for all i ‰ n, the equivalence class Ti is adjacent to X
1. Thus, for
all i ‰ n, we have fpSq ‰ Ti. Therefore, as S “ Tn, we conclude that fpSq “ S.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Proposition 5.1, there exists a homomorphism
AutpKnq Ñ AutpKnq
induced by the restriction to Kn. In order to prove Theorem 1.2, it suffices to prove that
this homomorphism is injective. Let f P AutpKnq be such that f |Kn “ idKn . Let us
prove that f “ id. By Theorem 5.2, it suffices to prove that, for any equivalence class
S of a one-edge free splitting S, we have fpSq “ S. Indeed, let S be the equivalence
class of a free splitting. Then, by Theorem 5.2, there exist k one-edge free splittings
S1, . . . ,Sk such that S is the unique vertex of Kn such that, for all i P t1, . . . , ku, S is
adjacent to Si. Thus, if, for any equivalence class S of a one-edge free splitting S, we
have fpSq “ S, then f “ id.
Suppose that S is the equivalence class of a one-edge free splitting S. The case where
S is an F -one-edge free splitting was proved in Lemma 5.4. If S is not an F -one-edge
free splitting, let Wn “ xx1, . . . , xky ˚ xxk`1, . . . , xny be the free factor decomposition of
Wn induced by S, with 2 ď k ď n ´ 2. Let X be the free splitting of Wn depicted in
Figure 14, and let X be its equivalence class.
Then X P V Kn, so fpX q “ X . As S P lkpX q, we also have that fpSq P lkpX q.
Moreover, fpSq R V Kn by Proposition 5.1. Thus, a representative of fpSq is obtained
from X by collapsing a forest F .
Claim. Any splitting S1 distinct from S and obtained from X by collapsing a forest is
either an F -one-edge free splitting or is adjacent to an F -one-edge free splitting.
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Figure 14: The free splitting X of the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof. If S1 ‰ S is obtained from X by collapsing a forest, and if S1 is not an F -one-
edge free splitting, there exists an edge e P V pWnzS
1q such that e is adjacent to a leaf.
This edge determines an F -one-edge free splitting adjacent to S1.
Thus, by Lemma 5.4, any equivalence class S 1 P lk´pX q is determined by the equiv-
alence classes of F -one edge free splittings that are adjacent to S 1. Therefore we have
fpSq “ S and the equivalence class of any one-edge free splitting is fixed by f . Theo-
rem 5.2 then implies that f “ id. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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